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OPINION 
---....,--1111111-.~ 

Southern califor.r.ia Gas Company (SoCal) seeks au~hori
zation to increase its rates approximately $334.0 million (33 • .5 
percent) annually at the est~ted test year 1979 level of sales. 

After notice, 46 days of hearings were held before 
Administrative Law Judge N. R. Johnsen during. the period December 7, 
1977 through May 12, 1978, and the matter was submitted subject to 
receipt of concurrent opening briefs due on or before June 12, 1978 
and concurrent clOSing briefs due on or before June 27, 1978 .• 

Opening and/or reply briefs were received from SoCal, the 
Commission staff, California Manufacturers Association (CMA), State 
of california Energy Resources Conservation and Development 
Commission (ERCDC), General Motors (GM), the cities of Long Beach 
(LB») Los Angeles (LA)) and San Diego (SD)) San Diego- .Gas & Electric 
Company (SDG&E), Southern California Edison Company (Edison), and 
Tehachapi-Cummings County Water District (Tehachapi). 

On November 1,1978 Valley Nitrogen Producers, Inc., 
USA Petrodom Corp., and Union Oil of California (Am.onia Manufacturers) 
petitioned to set aside submission and reopen the hearing for the 
receipt of additional evidence on the effect of further gas rate 
increases on petitioners' operations. The petition is denied as 
unnecessary on the basis set forth in the discussion herein on 
rate design for Priority 2 consumers. 
Publie Witness Statements and/or Test~onv 

Public hearings were held at Los Angeles on December 7, 
1977, at Sa.~ta Barbara on December 8, 1~77, at San Bernardino on 
December 13, 1977, at Palm Springs on December 14, 1977, and at 
Santa Ana on December 20, 1977 to provide SOCal's customers with a 
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eouven-:tent opportunity to present statements and/or testimony on . 
the rate increase application. These pres~ntations encompassed 
a wide variety of subjects including rate design, public ownership 
of gas facilities, the high level of executive salaries and ret1re
ment pay, the effect of rate increases on envirotmlent, alte:nate 
sources of energy~ research, and development projects~ the effect 
of conservation on rates, and SoCal' s billing praet1ces. The 
prima:ry focus of 'the statements and testimony, however, 'was the 
need a.nd justification for the requested rate relief. The arguments 
advanced in favor of granting the requested rate inerease were 
based on the need of those stockholders who derive a major portion 
of their retirement income from Paeific . Lighting. Corporation's (PLC) 
stock dividends and those nonstoekholders 'Who felt that prompt rate 
relief was necessary in order to maintain a strong and viable 

utility. Statements in opposition to the increase related to. the 

inability of senior citizens and the handicapped, indigent, ancl 
unemployed on low, fixed incomes to pay sueh increases; the fi~n
cial hardship such increases 'WOuld cause small o'IJ.Siuesses,. sueh as 
laundromats, ,o1here the gas bills represent a major expense item; 
the relative percentage of the requested increase as eompared to 
the increases in cotlSum.ers' wages and the rate of 1x>.£lation; and 
the reluctance of ratepayers to pay increased rates to compensate 
SoCal for having a declining gas supply. It is axiomatic that all 
of the above-listed sUbject matters are included in our overall 
considerations of the proper disposition of the in.~tant application .. 
Transcript Corrections 

On the last day of hearing the parties were' ac1vised that 
requests for transcript corrections were to be submitted to all 
parties by June 1, 1978. Exceptions were to be taken. by the due 
date of :he opening briefs, i.e., June 12, 1978, and those, 
requested correetions that were not protested would be plaeed in 
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the formal file as approved. Requests for transcript correc~ions 
were received from SoCs.l, the Commission staff, Edison, and ::RCDe • 

.A.s indicated by letter dated Jur&e 12, 1978, the Commission staff 

took exception to six proposed transcript corrections on the basis ~hat 
they attempt to tmprove or change testtmcay which is more accur.ate 
as presently transcribed. !.he requested correction for Volume 10, 
page 446, line 29 correlates with the balance of the answer to the 
cross-examination question and will be approved. !he other five 

. co;rrections protested by the staff will not 'be al'Proved. 'the 
balance of SoCal' s proposed transcript cor.rections, together with 

a.ll the corrections proposed by the staff, Edison, ancl'ERCDC, will 

be adopted. , 

I.. SOCAL' s PRESENT OPERATIONS ' 
SoCal, a wholly owned subsidiary of PLC, is a gas ,--" 

._dist,ri bu:tion .. :utili:ty . engaged. ,.ill, ... publi.~.:.:ttili ty .op"~~a~~o~ .in ... ;,:.... 
t.he counties of Los Angeles" Fresno, Imperial, Kern, Kings, :"" . 

-·-·Orange', 'R:i.'ve·~io:e,·"San~Eeriiar.dino, , San luis . Obispo~' Santa. ,. . ... 
Barbara; Tulare', 'and -Ventura." ~'"'SoCal:' "also "sells gas at 
wholeSale to ~he MUnicipal Cas Departnen~ o! the city or 
Lon~ Eeachand 'to SDC&E •. ,~, :.. . 

SoCal purchases gas fr'o= El Paso Nz:.tural Gas Company 
(El Paso) and another' subsidiary of PI.C, pa.cific Lighting Service 
Company (PIS). PI.S owns four ~tural gas storage reservoirs 
loeated at Goleta, Moueebello, East ~ttier, and Aliso Canyon. 
'these storage fields have a· combined working capacity of 
97,300,000 Mcf. PLS purchases all its natural gas from. 
't%answeste:rn Pipeline Company (Iranswestern) and from California 
sources and sells it to SoCal on a cost-of-service basis approved 
by this Commission. 
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SoCal owns und=-ground storage fields at Playa del Rey 

with a workit'lg capacity of 2,600,000 Mcf 3l?-d at Honor Rancho with 
a working capacity of 22,.500,000 Mef. SoCal, 'UXlder its contract 
with PIS, operates the above-listed PI..S" underground storage 
facilities. 

A$ of March 31, 1977 Socal owned 2,241 miles of trans
mission pipeline, including 19 miles jointly owned with PIS, and 
31,776 miles of various distribution pipeline. Also- as of March 31, 
1977 SoCal bad 2,790,880 gas services sUPl>lying 3,487,302 a.ctive 
meters. 

In addition to the Pacific Lighting utilities (FLU),. i.e., 
PIS and SoCs.l, PLC awns a number ofsubsidiarles engaged in utility. 
related enterprises such as the exploration, development, trans-por
tation, and sale of natural gas, coal gasification companies, sales 
assistance, equipment leasing, and. petroleum products companies, 
and such nonuti1ity subsidiary ,companies as mortgage loan servicing, 
building const%'uC:t:ion, real estate development:,. furniture sales, 
and agricult'tn"al growing, packing, and marketing services. 

II.. PA1tT!AL GENERAL RATE INCREASE 
On April 28,. 1978 SoCa.1 made a motion that this Commission 

grant a partial general rate -increase based on test year 1978 sum
mary of eanti.ngs to become effective uo later than August 31, 1978. 
According to SeCal, the magnitude of its revenue defic:iency for 
test year 1978 at the tben existing rates necessitated that it be 
afforded the opportunity to earn additional revenues sufficient to 
at least partially reduce the erosion of its earnings in 1978,,, 

SoCal alleged that the requested relief ~uld partially 
and equitably resolve the practical conflict between SoCal' sneed 
for timely rate relief and the obvious public: necessity for full 
and complete proceedings pdor to a final order to be based on 
results of operation for test year 1979. 
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The specific amount of the partial rate increase sought 
was $118,598,000 on an annualized basis and was based on the addi
tional revenue required to raise SoCal's 1978 annualized rate of 
return to its last authorized level of 8.8 percent computed on the 
Commission staff's 1978 test year summary of earings. The staff's 
estimates were based on assumptions and procedures with which 
Socal did not agree, but the urgent need for partial rate relief 
without needless dis~utes required, according to SoCal, that it 
accept the staff recommendations. 

The other parties to the proceeding objected to the 
granting of the partial increase generally on ~he bases that 
the Regulatory tag Plan scheduling was being met, ,obviating the 
necessity of such relief, and that any increases granted eould 
prejudice any rate restructuring found necessary as a result of 
this proceeding or from the action of the California Supreme 
Court resulting from its'review of the July 1977 PGA decision. 

In D.89208,dated August 8, 1978,wh1ch granted the partial 
motion we stated that: 

"It is anticipated that the draft of the final 
dee is ion (based on a 1979 test year) will be 
fortheoming on the due date of August 9, 1978 
within the ten~month period in the above-quoted 
reference." (Mimeo. page 17.) 

*** 
"It will· be noted that we plan to have the final 
rates for test year 1979 placed into effect by 
January 1, 1979. This partial increase is being 
authorized because the record shows that the 
applicant requiresraee relief for 1978, based 
on the 1978 test year showing, and such relief 
should not be delayed. If we waited until late 
1978 and issued one deciSion, based on a 19'79, 
:est year, the a~plicant would neve: realize ~~y 
of the additional revenues shown to be required 
during 1978. Granting SoCal interi:n rate relief 
in 1978, based on a 1978 test year, provides us 
time to prepare and issue a final decision (on a 
1979 test year) that fully addresses the multitude 
of complex issues in this proceeding." (Mimeo. . 
page 19.) 
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III. RATE OF 'RETURN 

General 
'!he United States Supreme Court has broadly defined the 

revenue requirement of utility companies as being the min1~ 
amount which will enable the company to operate successfully" to 
maintain its finar..ei.al integrity, and to compensate its investors 

for risks ass~ed (Fede't'3.1 Power Commission et a1. v The Hope 

Natural Gas Company (1944) 320 US 591, 605; 88 L ed 333, 346), 
and will pexmit it to earn a return on the value of the property 

which it employs for the convenience of the public equal to' that 
generally being made at the same time and. in the same general part 
of the country on investments in other business undertald.ngs which 
are attended by corresponding risks and 'llncertainties (Bluoefield 
Yl3,terworks and Improvement Comoany v West Virginia. Public: Service 

Commission (1923) 262 US 679, 692, 693; 67 I.. ed at 1176). 'The 
determination of the sum specific to satisfy those requirements 
derives from the application of logic and informecl judgment to 
numerous complex and interrelated factors such as the cost of 
money, capital structure of the utility in question as compared 
with other similar utilities, interest eoverage ratios, return 
on common equity, price/earnings ratios, and price-book ratios • . 
In california this net revenue requirement is expressed as a 
pereenea.ge return on weighted average depreciated rate 'base for 
California jurisdictional operations and is intended to provide 
sufficient funds to pay interest: on the utilities' long-term debt, 

dividends on its preferred a.nd preference stock, and a· predeter
mined reasonable return on common equity. Complete showings on 
rate of return were presented by Socal, the Commission staff, a.nd 1.A. 
SoCal and PIS are discussed in portions of this decision as though 
they were a single entity known as pt!J because they essentially 
operate as a single unit. According to the record the ewo- utilities 
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would 4ceually merge were it not for PLSdebenture bond %e~trie
tions. All ut:ility employees work for SoCal. Because of the 
integnt:ed nature of Socal and PLS, this Coi:mnission bas considered 

their capital structure and financial requirements on a consolidated 
basis for the purpose of rate of return deter.mination for a number 
of years. 
Position of PLU 

A:n overview of PI.U· s position relative to the amount of 
increase required was presented as a policy statement by' t~e 
cbai:c:nan of the boards of· directors, Harvey A. Proctor. He testi
fied that additional gas supplies adequat~ for the need of·southern 
Californians are essential to the economic welfare of the area and 
that there are no viable alternate sources of energy available. 
He noted that all prospective new supplies available to' southern 
Califo:rnia, "Whether from pipeline, conversion of coal to· methane, 
or overseas, as liquefied natural gas (LNG), will require significant 
capital investm.ents. ·He stated that at· present rates, SoCal' s 
earnings by test year 1979 will be seriously deficient 'because of 
increased costs and/or inadequate revenues caused by inflation, 
decline in gas supply, higher cost of plant additions, increased. 
business risk, inadequate return, and expanded energy conservation 

and research and development projects. 
He outlined in detail the increased costs. resulting from 

the necessity of expanding storage facilities, the amortization of 
unused distribution facilities and depreciation accruals on trans
mission lines on a volume basis, the effects of inflation and the 
ever-growing complexity of extensive and expensive rules and regu
lations imposed by governmental agencies. 
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Mr.. Proctor further testified that f~ilure to keep the 
PLtJ' fimncially healthy will most certainly lead to erosion of 
both the amount and quality of gas service available to southern 
Californians which, in turn,. will lead to a crippling of our 
economy or the need to substitute more costly or polluttng forms 
of energy. He stated that the last authorized rate of return of 
8.8 percent with a return on equity of 12 percent was obviously 
inadequate a.s evidenced by the derating of SoCal' s 'bonds and the 
sale of PLe stock at a priceless than 80 percent of its book 
value. Fw:1:hexmore, if P!.TJ' is not allowed rates of return at a 
level that will produce sufficient equity earnings, 'then· capital 
for new gas supplies cannot be raised on reasonable terms and 
these projects may not be completed. According to the testfmony, 
Mr. Proctor chose the requested 15 percent return on equity after 
a number of discussions with PUr executives, and a review and 
analysis of a variety of statistical and factual information. 

Mr. Proctor further testified that this rate increase 
application is probably the 'most important single rate case in 
which he has been i1'lVolved, not only because of the magni1:Ude of 
the requested increase, but because, in his opinion, ~ are at a. 
crossroad in california and up against a go or no-go situation 
with respect to various gas supply projects. 

SoCal's basic presentation on its required revenue 
increase, expressed as a test year 1979 requesteQ rate of 'return 
of 10.20 percent-with a. 15'percent return on equity to previde a 
times interest coverage of 2.54 after taxes, was made by John C. 
Abram, senior vice pr~~ident and director of SoCal and director 
of PLS. 
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Mr. Abram assumed 1979 test year financing of $40 million 
debt a: 9 percent interest" unamo'rtized gains on reacquired debt of 
$700,,000, unamortized investment tax credit (rrc) of $,3.6 million,. 
and $25 million e~u1ty capital. He developed a capital structure 
consisting of 46.9 percent long-term debt at a cost of 7.64 percent, 
5.6 percent short-t~ debt with an embedded cost of 7.75 percent, 
9.3 percent preferred stock at a cost of 5.47 percent, 0.3 percent 
unamortized gain on reacquired debt at zero cost, and 1.1 percent 
unamortized ITC and 36.8 percent common equity at a cost of 
15 percent. ' 

The 5.47 percent prefer-red stock cost represents the 
embedded cost of $21.5 million of SoCal and $110.1 million of 
P!.C outstanding prefer-red stock with no new issue of preferred 
stock included in the est1mates for test year 1979'. 

The net gains from the acquisition' of long-term debt 
purchased to meet sinld.ng fund obligations were treated as 
interest-free capital as ordered by D.86595 dated November 2" 1976 
in SoCal's A.S5345 for a general rate increase. 

According to the testimony tma1'DOrtize<i Il'C is being 
included as a capital item, earning at an equity rate upon the 
advice of SoCal tax experts' analyses of current Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) requirements. 

Inasmuch as most of the cost of bonds and preferred 
stock, fixed. by the tenas of the offering, are already a matter 
of record, controversy on an appropriate allowable rate of return 
centers about the appropriate return on common equity that should 
be permitted. 

Mr. Abram testified that in ar.dving at his recommenda
tion for a 15 percent reeurn on common equity, he loo~ed at 
eeon~.ie factors within SoCal's service area, the general economy, 
the demands for capital as related to, total demands as' well as the 
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Pacific Lighting group, the current ancl historie return expecta
tions of the capital markets, 4ud factors specific to PLU such 
as gas supply, cost increases, comparative' operations, competi
tion, service areas, size, regulatory environment, and quality 
of service. 

, '!he statistical comparisons and. data suppo:rtiIlg 

Mr. Abrams f recommendations are set forth in tabulations and 

charts in Exhibit 12-A for 1978 and Exhibit 12-B for 1979. 
These tabulations encompass capital st'rt.1Cture and cost factors; 
sources of financing; comparative data for 60· utilities including 
15 naeural gas distribution utilities, lS integrated natural gas 
systems, lS electric utilities, and 15 'Western ene:rgy utilities; 
and a risk differential analysis of PLU. We believe the salient points 
emphasized in the tabulations and charts are as follows: 

1. PLS,' debentures display a genera.lly strong "A" rating 
as contrasted to SoCal' s bonds, which show a weak '~" rating. 

2. Tabulations show that the market price to book value 
ratios and percent institutiO'.Dal hold.ings of CQ1!lmOn stock a.re 
less for FLU than other utilities indicating the financial 
c:omanmity's evaluation of its greater· financial risk is being. 
reflected both in the market price and the actions of the more 
sophisticated ~eseors. 

3~ PLO's debe securiey issues refleee the assigament of 
high risk as evideneedby such conditions of issue as the 
relatively short-te%'m maturity of the issue and the relatively 
greater length of refuud protee'tion required. 

4. The authorized eC(U1ey returns for the 60 comparative 
utilities range from. a low of 11.6 percent to a high of 
17.2 percent. 

5. The median earnings on equity at year-end 1976 experi
enced by 1,100 of the county r S largest companies with whom· PI..U 
must compete for the investment dollar were 14.3: percent. 
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6. A li~ear regression of 1974-1976 average return on 
common equity and average market-to-book ratios and a multiple 
regression of the eurrent year recorded return on equity related 
to mar'ket .. to-book ratio with a lagged va.:da.b1e of market to book 
indicated if nu earned a 15 percent retu:z:'n on equity over a 

sustained period of time, its market-to-book ratio would reach 
1.1 approximately two years after it began earning. the 15· percent 
re'tU:rn on e<{Ui,ty. 

7. PLlJ' displaysgres.ter financial risk than other natural 
gas utilities because it is more heavily dependent upon capital 
from external sou:rces. 
Position of Commission Staff 

The suff position on the cost of capital and recommended 
rate of return was presented by Principal FiDaneial Examiner 
Russell J. Leonard. Mr. Leonard's prepared testimony discussed his 

accompanying ~bit containing 28 tables pertaining to interest 
rates, debt costs, earnings~ capital struc:ture, £1x2aneing and other 
data regarding growth in net plant investment, revenues, expenses, 
and customers. His recommended rate of return is 9.40 percent 
which would provide a return on common equity on his assumed 
capital structure of 12.68 percent and a times interest coverage 
of 2.45. 

He testified that such .a times interest coverage should 
be adequate to maintain SoCal' s present "AU rating for 'bonds, 
particularly ~en additional income from other sources is consid
ered. He stated, however, that he did not believe that rate of 
return should be determined by the interest covei:age~a1legedly , 
required to sustain bqad ratings. 

M:r. Leonard utilized the averages of t~ gas utilities, 
ten electric utilities, and ten combination gas and electric 
utilities as a comparison for PLUts times long-term debt interest 
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earned, average common equity ratios, earnings rate on average 
cca:zmon equity, dividend payout raei08, ea~s rate on average 
toul c:a.pi1:a.l, average plant investment, operating revenues and 
expenses, ne't opera.'ting income, operaeing: ratios, operating 
revenues to average ne't plant imrestmene ratios, net operaeing 
income 1:<> average net plane investment ratios, average number of 
customers, average net plant investment per customer, opera-eing 
revenues and e:x:penses per customer, and net operating revenues ' 
~ C1J.Stomer. In addition, he presented tabulations of prime 
interest a.nd disco\mt: rates, trends in interest ra::es, yields on 
public utility bonds, PLU's effective dividend rate, common stock 
book values, dividends and earnings, PLU' s financing and capital 
structure, and recommended rate of return data.. 'I'hese tabulations, 
according to the record" served .as additional guides in detexmining 
his judgmen~l recommendation on the appropriate rate of return. 

Mr. Leonard testified that the 30 comparison companies 

are large regulated public u'tilities having business and fi:aancial 
risks similar to those of PI.U as c01ltrasted to industrial enter
prises which generally have greater portions of equity in their 
capital structure and operate in a world of intense competition 
with earnings subject to broad fluctuations. He stated under 
cross-examination that within reasonable ra~es utilities sUbject 
to similar business risks should have similar ret:urns on equity. 

The record shows that the range of authorized re'C'U:t'n on equity 
for combination gas and electric companies was fr~, 12~75 to 
14.1 percent (13.2 percent average), for eleCtric utilities the 
range was from 12.63 to 14.3 percent (13.6 percent average), and 

.. 

for gas utilities the range was from 12.6 to 14.5 percent (13.4 per
cent average)_ For these 30 utilities the average percent common 

equity as related. to the capital st:ructure was 35,~ 31 percent, for 
eombinatio~ gas and electric utilit:ies, 32.51 percent for electric 
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u~ili~1es, and 39.39 perc~n~ for gas utilities as compared to PlO's 
perc ent common equity as adopted by Mr. Leo'tl8:rd of 39.60 percent. 

Mr. Leonard testified under cross-examina'tion 'that had he 

included short-eer.m debt in his times-interest coverage, it would 

reduce the stated five-year average from. 2.57 to 2.4 times. 
Mr. Leonard excluded the shor1:-te:m. debt from the times-interest 
coverage compu~tion because on· the PLC system interest on advances 
from associated companies is classified as payables to &ssoc::Lated 
companies rather than debt. 

Mr. Leonard further testified that, in' genera 1, the higher 

the percent ~~ equity. tn the ca~ital strueeure the lower the allowable 

t'eturn on e~ity, and that it wa~ ~~ a. utility's benefit to firm ,up .. _ 

its equity position even if it has to sell stock below book value to 
do so; that a 12 .• 68. percent allowance on equity applied to· Fl.U's 

adopted capital structure would provide a 9.33· percent ra;te o·f return 
as compared to 9.40 percent on the staff"s adopted capital structure; 

and that unamortized gains in reacquired· debt should be included in 
the calculation of the overall e8A~ ot debt. 
Posit:ion of LA 

IA's position on recommended rate of retu:rn was ~esented 
by Senior Public Utilities Engineer Manuel Kroman. For the test 
year 1979, he recommends an overall rate of return of 9.40 percent 
with an allowance of 13.04 pe:eent on common equity and a times 
interest coverage of 2.33. !I.r. Kroman testified that in 

arriving at his recommended ::'lI.te of return he considered the rela
tionship of comparative data presented in Socal's laS1: general rate 
increase application to similar data. presented in this proceeding; 
the ehange in outstanding c:.a:pital stock and debt bet'ween 1973 and 
1976 for the group of 15 ·western enetrgy utilities utilized 11'1 
SoCal 's exhibits; Moody's bene! ratings and times charges earned 
after income taXes for "A" and "A.a." rated utility 'bonds; percentage 
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income represented by allowance for funds used during c:onstl:'UCtion 
for 15 straight electric and 15 western energy utilities; recorded 
return on average common equity for 15 gasd1stribU1::ton companies, 
15 straight electric companies, lS western energy companies, Moody's 
24 utilities, Dow Jones l5 utilities, a.nd privately owned Class A 
and B electric: utilities; the recorded return on common equity 

relative to market-to-book ratios for 83 utilities, ratio of market 
price to book value for Dow Jones 30 industrials, Moody's. 24 utili
ties, 15 'Western energy utilities' and Dow Jones 15 utilities; and 
the indicated relationship between return on common equity and 
ratio of market pric:e to book value. 

Mr. Kroman further testified that except for a risk 
differential analysis, SoCal t s evidence on rate of return is: 
largely an updating of the material presented by SoCal's witness 
Jensen in A.55345 in 'Wb.ich' SoCal had also requested a 15 percent 
ret"u%n on equity. According to the record, the comparative data 

indicate that interest rates have fallen dramatically, the rate 
of inflation bas moderated, significantly, PLU's experienced return 
on e<tUity has improved, eomparative earnings of other utilities 
have deteriorated, and PLC's market-to-book ratio has improved. 
Under these circ'7Jll1Stanc:es, Mr. Kroman concludes that the updated 
version of materl.al fails to even a greate% extent to, justify 6-

15 percent return on common equity than the 1975 proceeding. 
Other factors emphasized by Mr. Kroman' s testimony .are 

as follows: 
1. For the 15 westenl energy utilities the average increase 

in outstanding capital stock beeween year-end 1973 and year-end 

"'t' 

1976 was 50.5 percent as compared to PW's increase of 29.1 perc:ent. 
2. SoCa1 's times interest coverage of debt cO"mt?&res favorably 

with the median of 2.56 times for n.Aa" utilities and 2.36 times· for 
"An utilities. 
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3. Adjusted to a 37.5 percent: equity ratio the return on 
common equity experienced. by domestic' energy utilities ever a 
represeneative time period ranged. from 11 to 12 percent. 

In its brief, IA notes that Finding 11 of D.88835· dated 
May 16, 1978 in C.1026l, our investigation into a natural gas supply 
adj~stment mechanism \5»1), states that the reduction in risk to 
utility shareholder.; ea.'USed by' SAM should be considered by us in 

setting a rate of return in a rate proceeding. As a result, I.A 

recommends a rate of return of 7.90 percent, a reduction of 
1.5 percent from the originally recommended 9.4 percent rate of 
return, to reflect this decreased risk. 
Position of SD 

SO presented no direct evidence on recommended rate of 
return. However, in its brief, SD concludes that SoCal should be 

granted a rate increase which will enable it to e&%'n a rate of 
re'CUX'n of something less than 9 .40 per-=~t. !he "something less", 
according to SD, should be determined by this Commission's 
assessment of the reduction of risk caused by the above-eited SAM 
decision. 
Discussion 

SoCal's capital structures at the end of the 1979 test 
year 8.S est1ma.ted by Soca.l and the Commission staff are as follows: 

: Applie.o.nt· G ECEim:lted CIlpit@O : SQ:: I z zaimtca C;;:pi ull 
: Deeeeber 21% 1979 : Deee~~r 21. 1m 

. . 
: 

: Item : ~ount : lhtio . Coct :weisE:ted. : Amount : Ratio : Coct :Wei~ted: . 
LX Debt S 663,800 46.90% 7.64% 3.58% s 66:3,825 50.41% 7.62'..6 :;~ 
ST De'ot 80,000 5.60 7.'/5 .4:; .. ..... - . ;:: .... 
P!d Stock 131,600 9·30 5.47 • .51 131,600 9.99' 5.47 .54 
U=.G~ 4,400 .30 
U=. ITC 15,000 1.10 .15.00 .16, -' 
Com. !.qui ty 221:400 26•80 1.5.00 ..2:..8 221,400.'. ~·.60 12.68' 5.02-

Total. $1.4l6,2oo 100.00% 10.20%' 51.316,825 loo.COX 9.4t$ 
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It will be noted from the above tabulation'that the 
differences between SoCal's and the st3ff's capital structure 
relate to the inclusion in SoCal" s estimates' of shor~,-te:rm debt, 
unamortized gain on reacquired debt, and unamorti:ed'riC and a. 
lesser embedded cost of debt used by the staff. 

By D.89578 dated October 31, 1978· in Cases Nos. 4230 
and 6998, our investigations relating to the adoption of revised 
uniform systems of account, we concluded thAt Federal Energy 
Regulatory ~ission (FERC) Orders Nos. 561 and 56LA should be 
adopted. Such rules prescribe a formula. for determining the 
maximum allowance for funds used during construction~C) rate. 
!he inclusion of short-term debt ~ determining the allowed rate 
of return, coupled with the FERC formula for computing AF'O'DC, 

. would result in a double counting of short-ter.n debt. 'Io avoid 
such a double counting, we will exclude the short-te:m debt from e the cost of capita.l computations. 

Another factor differentiating the staff-adopted capital 
structure is the treatment of un~ortized gain on reacquired debt. 
Both LA and PLU include unamortized gain as interest-free capital 
to be a.mortized over the remaining life of individual bond issues 
affected by sinking, fund retirements as set forth in'D.S6595 da.ted 
November 2, 1976 on SoCal's A.55345 for a general rate increase. 
The staff, however, added the unamortized ga~s of $4.4 million to 
the net proceeds of outstanding bonds to derive an embedded cost 
of long-term debt of 7 •. 62' percent. 
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I~ D.S6595, relative to the treatment of u~mor~izcd 
g.'lir. on re.lcquireci debt, 'Wc st.::.ted: " ••• there iz no basis for 
continuing to consider these g:1ins 01::; nonoper:tting income. I, 
(Mimeo. page 95 .. ) It will be noted tMt the st~ffts tre~tment 
of this item excludes the gc.ins from nonop<:'l.".:lting income and 
thereby complie::;. with the intent, if not the lettcr, of the 
decision. Further, the st~ff's methodology confo~~ with 
gcncr~l instruction 17(B) of the Uniform System of Accounts. 

Undc~ these circumst~nces we will adopt the ~taffrs rn~thodology. 
Mr .. Abram tes·tified that u't'I3.mortizcd I'I'C is included in 

S~C41'~ c~?ital structure ~t thc' $~me cost as the recurn on common 
equity u?On the :1c1vice of Soc", 1 'c tmc experts. Their .'lna.lyscs of 
current IRS requirements indic~ted th:lt, in t:heir opinion, if 
un:lt:l.ortizcd rtc 'Were not so included in the c.lpical structur~~ 
SoClll could lose its eligibility for ehc additioMol 6 pe-rcent ITC 
authorized by the T.:lx Reduction Act: of 197'5. 

·we .:1ddressed this matter in D.87828 dated September 7, 
1977 in Edison's A.54946. Finding 5 in that decision st~tcs: 

"5. !he inclusion of ur..arr.ortizcd ITC ~s ectuity 
capit~l is required only for regul~eory agencies 
th:l.t utilize c::1.1'it.:11 structure in deriving rate 
basc .:1nd not for regulatory agencies, sueh ~s 
this Commi:;sion, tM,t: derive r.ltc base from the 
weighted Olverage depreciated pl.lnt bala.nces." 
(Mimeo 'P~gc 18.) 

The Cnlifo::ni::. Sup~cmc Court denied Edison's Petic.ion for Writ of 
Rcvie~", S.F. No. 23723, June 22, 1978. Ed:i.~on filed. .':In ;:'I?pc.jl with 

~hc Uni t.ed St..":lt.es Suprc::1c Cou:"'t. which W:JS dcni~~d. Dccf~mb"!r 11, 

1975. (Docket No. 78-646.) 
We note inpolssing thet the los.s of eligibility for the 

o'ldditior.a1 6 percent investment credit is contingent on the utili .. 
ze tion of the u-:\Q,morciz.ec rrc to directly or indi.rcctly reduce 
r.lte ba.::;c.. In thit proceeding SoCal's senior vice president 
responQcd to an examina.tion ques:ion, to the effect that th~unnmor ... 
tized Ire wns invest.ed in utility pl",nt with .;\ corresponding incr{!~se 
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in ra~~ base. I~ is axiomatic ~ha~ if unamortized ITe is utilized 
to increase r~te base, its exclusion from the capital s~ructure 
cannot be const::r::ued as being a r3.te base re<iuc':ion. Consequently, 
the unamo~iz~d ITC will be excluded from our adopted capital 
st=ucture. In determining a reasonable return for SoCal we hs.ve 
considered the risk reduction effect of :funds aV.lilable to SoCal . 
resulting from additional IIC benefits accruing as a result of it:s 
election of Option 2 (ratable flow-through for the additional? percent). 

SoCal is requesting a 15 percent return on equity 

as cont~sted with the recommended return on equity of the Commission 
s1:aff of 12 .. 68 percent and of IA of 13.04 percent. IA contend~ that 
when consideration is given '1:he differences in c<t'Uity ratios bet:ween 
the sta.ff and U ' s capital seruet:ure, the 'recommended return on 
equity of 1!he sea.ff 4.nd SoCal .a.rc virtWl.lly 1dentic3.l. 

SoCal argues that its recommended rate of return on equity 
of 15 percent is the only one that adequately compensates investors 
for the fim.ncial and operating risks th.3.t confront ?LU on the 
following bases: 

1. The requested 15 percent return on equiey is within the 
ro:nge of rctuns on equity authorized other comparable public 
utilities .. 

2. The rezult~ of three independent statistical aw1yses· 
indicate that were FLU to earn a 15 percent re~urn onequit:y on 
a consistent baSiS, PlC'scommon stock would b~ expected to, sell 
at or very slightly above book v~lue approximately ~wo years nfter 
such retur.:t "HaS being earned. 

3. The staff's reeomm'ended return on equity (12:68 percen~) , 
is wholly ir..adequ::.t:e ~nd does not even eq'\J41 the 13.4 ~cent: 
average for the ten gas distribution utility group· used by the 
sta.ff fe= c01ll?,arison purposes. Such.a return on equity recom::nenda ... 
t:ion, according to SoCal, contra.~ts 'With the st:.::lff witness' 
philosophy that utilities t:hat have subs-tant~lly similar business 
and fir:.D.r.c:ia.l risks ought to have :;imilar re'tUrr"..s on equity. 
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4. Although the stOlff witness :1grecd thnt gr~tcr risks 
require higher returns, he failed to give~ny consideration to 

gas sup?ly risks or the spec~l p7:oblems f.:l.c~ng FLU. 
5 .. The effcet 0.£ the stOlff witn~ss' recommended ra.tc: of 

return on the p7:ice of PLC com:non stock ~s not considered .. 

~.f 

.. 

6. The staff's recommended return on equity is insufficient 

to ~ttract necessary' debt and equity fino'lncing on reasonable ter.ns. 
7. Although LA recognizes the risks inherent in FLU's oper3-

tions, LA I s witness fails to recommend return on equity suffiCient 

to compens.:lte for such risks. 
S.. Regression analyses developed in lA's exhibit Dond testi

mony, other th:.n the one by So(:';:'l dupliCAted in tl~t exhibit, .'lre 
so low in c,ottel~tion '::8 to be completely unreliable. 

9. !'he recommended 15 percent return on equity provides .:\ 
b~l~nce between the interes,t: of ratep.:l.yers .:I.nd stock."lolders by e neither enriching nor im-poverishing ei.ther part:y .. 

10. The vigor, iIr.agin.o.tion, and results of SoC:ll' s cons.c'r

vation progr~ms .l.re second to none al.nd deserve favor.'!l.ole, consideor

~tion in rate of :return. 
11. This Commiss,ion r s D.88835 dated M.:J.y 16, 1978 in C .. 10261 

(SAM) has helped to elimin.'lte the short-term ris,k of supply: fore-
I . 

casting b\lt c;Lnnot erll,dicatc the long-term risk of declining 
sUPi'lies. " 

,. 

" 

The Commission staff ~rgucs that its recommc~ded '9.40 per
cent r.:::. tc of return and 12.68 ?crcent return on eorrtmon C<{uity for 
the ':est yea.r 1979 will b.e sufficient to .:1.110· ..... t:hc comp:lny to eolrn 
~ ~c~sonAble return for its inves:ors and insure confidence in its 
finzncial soundnes$ while ch.:l.rging its consumers equita.b1e rates 
on the following 03ses: 

1. SoCo.l':: expressed concc:t"n thtlt the POlSt: relatively low / 
return on co=mon equity discour~gcs investors and h4mpcrs its 
::bility to market i:s securities or othc~isc r~isc money in 
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the market place .is contradicted by (a) its witness' response to 
cross ... examination inc.icating that PW has always been able to sell 
securities at competitive prices while earning well below the 
lS percent level presently requested; and (b) a statement appearing 

iu pte's 1977 annual report indicating that the year 1977 'WaS a 
good one because of i:Dproved earnings, the greater availability of 

gas thau expected, and some signs of improved regulatory climate in 

California. 
2. SoCal' s determination of the necessity of a IS. percent 

return on equity relied heavily on market price of stock as a 
major consideration and this bas never been generally accepted 

as a valid indication of a fair return on equity. 
3. This Coxxmission' s adoption of the Regulatory Lag Plan 

will lessen SoCal' s risk of doing business and improve its status 
in the financial community. 

4. The adoption of SAM will reduce the risk to SoCal' s 
shareholders and should be considered by this Commission in 
setting a reasonable return on equity in this proceeding. 

S. The retunl on equity for industrial enterprises should 
not be considered in arriving at a return on equity for a utility 

company, as was done by SoCal, because it has long been estab
lished that industriAl companies are in the high risk sector of 
the economy, 'Whereas utility companies are a less risky invest
ment requiring a lower return on equity_ 

LA. a.rgues that the requested 15 percent return on equity 

is excessive and that its recommended return on equity of 13.04 per
cent should be adopted on the following bases: 

1. SoCal t S rate of return evidence consists largely of an 

Updating of studies presented by SoC41 in its last general rate 
proceeding Where a.~5 percent return on equity was also requested. 
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The evidence in that proceeding supported only a 12 percent return 
on equity and the evidence in this proceediDg is even less persua

sive beeause of lower interest rates, the mocleration of the rate 
of inflation, the improvement in the experienced :return on equity, 
the deterioration of the comparative earnings of other utilities, 
and the improvement in PI.C's market-,to-book ratio. 

2. IA t s rate of return evidence clearly shows that a broad 
spectrum of energy utilities are earn1Dg in the 11 to 12 percent 
range of re't:urn on equity after making adjustments to reflect 
differences in capital structure. 

3. SoCal's risk differential analysis Which attempts to 
correlate PLC's market-to-book ratios with differences between 
PLU's authorized return on equity, less lO-year moving averages 
of Moody's "Aa" public utility distributed bond yields, is shown 
to be entirely without merit. e 4. The recommended 13.04 percent return on equity provides 
a generous increase from the 12 percent return· on equity authorized 
in the last general rate proceeding. 

S. The after-tax coverage of IA' s recoamended rate of return 
equates to 2.33 times for 1975 as compared to "A" rated energy 
utilities typically covering their interest charges 'by only 2.18 
to 2.36 times after taxes. 

6. The adoption of SAM, as this Commission stated, reduces 
the risk to utility shareholders and should be considered in 
setting a reasonabl4! rate of return in rate proceedings. IA recom
mends a reduction in rate of return of 1.5 percent t:o compensate 
for t:his reduction in business risk. 

After careful considerat:ion of t:he evidence of record on 
ra te of return in this proceeding and t:he arguments advanced by 
the various parties to the proeeeding~ we adopt as reasonable a 
return on equity of 13.49 percent which, applied to our capital 
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~ 

structure and costs, transl~tes to a rate of return of 9.73 p~rcent 
developed as follows: 

Item 

Long-Term Debt 
?referred Stock 
Com=non Equity 

Tot.11 

Adoptee CDoit~l Structure . 
----C~·a-p-~~'t~~~l~~--~--~c~o-s~t--~~:-.~w~e-i~g~h~t~c-a~-' 

R.:ltio F~ctor: Costs 

50 .. 41i. 
9.99 

39.60 
100.00% 

7.62% 
5.47 

13.49 

:L84i. 
0.55 
5.34 
9 .. 73% 

This retu,rn on capit.:ll is the minImum needed co attract 

capital ~s a rC3son~blc co~t and not impair the credit of SoCal. 

This r~tc of return will provide .:m ~pproxim~t:c times' interest 

covc~~ge after income taxes of 2.53 times and an interest plus 
?'rcfcrrcd dividend coverage of 2.22 times. Relating this 

.. 

9.73 percent rate' of return to· our subsequently discussed a.doptcd 
summ~ry of earnings of SoCal's oper~tions results in a gross 
':"cvenuc increase requirement of approximately $201,5.00,000 over 
::oates existing prior to D.89208 (which granted 3 partial general 
i:\cre.'lsc) . 

/ 

The 13.49 percent rate on equity authorized herein is 
rn.:ldc with recognition that the next test year we will use to 
set r.:lt:cs for SoC.:ll will be 1981. We realize, from this 
cvidcnti.:lry record, t:h~t costs will tend to increase generally, i 
os will the utility'sernbedded cost of debt. If we were to 
consider ~ test yccr earlier th.:m 1981 for SoCa1' s next gener.:l.l 
rate proceeding, we would authorize ~ lower return on equity. 
Accordingly, we .:\rc authorizing the rates herein (through 
.3.<301'tion of .l results of oper.:ltion and return on ro'ltc ./ 
b::lsc) conditional upon employing 1981 as the next earliest test 
YC.:lr for esta.blishing SoCal's base rates (and issuing a rate 
decision prior to ::hc beginning of such test YC.:l.r) • 
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Ou= purpose for expressly and conditionally setting 
SoCal's rates to have a minixn'Um two-year rate life should be 
obvious. This Commission is not staffed eo p~ocess rate 
ap?lications for all the major utilities annu.:l.lly. This was 

. . , 

true when the Regulatory tag Plan was adopted, and the recent 
hiring freeze and budget reductions have contributed and will. 
further contribute significantly to our staffing problems. In 
order to process rate increase applications within the ttme frame 
of the lag p1~n) and have new rates in effect at the start of the 
test year, we simply cannot have every major utility before us 
annually. It is therefore appropriate and in the public interest 
(for both ratepayers and utilities) to establish and announce 
ground rules, and set rates so that major utilities can reasonably 
go ae least cwo years without general rate relief. 

E~loying 1981 as the next earliest test year for e establishing SoCal's rates will not be a hard'ship on the utility. 
Gas expense, which is potentially the most volatile expense item, 
is covered under the PCA procedure (guaranteeing recovery of 
reasonable incurred' gas expense). The Commission's Regulatory 
Lag Plan established July 6, 1977 by Resolution No. A-4693 
has reduced delay when applications are processed, enabling new 
rates to go into effect at the start of the. test year. We have 
adopted an SA.."! to· insure that swings in sales vol\.Une be~reen 
general rate decisions do not cause an erosion in earnings-. 
Although SAM does not guarantee a gas utility will realize its 
authorized rate of return, it minimizes the impact of the most 
volatile contingencies facing a gas utility, gas supply available 
for sale,. and less use per customer due to conservation efforts. 
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The f~ctors that m.3.Y oper.:lte between general rate 
proceedings in s'I.!ch a m.:lnncr as to preclude SoCQ.l's realizing its 
.1\1 thorizcd ore eu't'n on cq,uity arc expend i cures subj cct to its 
m.3n.:x.gcmcne's rcvic.TfI" and cliscretion. The innov.'ltivc rQ.ccma.king 
procedures we h~ve .a~o?tcd, and continue to explorc, have clc~rly 
p.:lVCC the w:J.y to going .:l min:Lmum of two years he tween gener~l 

r.:ltc increases. 

.- ~ 

We note th .. lt the fin.:mcia.l community h.3.S for some time 

ci:her not recommended the purchase of CQ.li~oroi.'l utility stocks, 
such 3S PtC's, or has been rela.tively apothctic toward such 
stocks, .:lllcging that Californ·i.:t has an unf.:lVor.::tble regulatory 

clim4ltc. It is said that the reputed unf.avor.ab1c regulatory 
clim.:ltc causes Californi3. utility stocke to sell bclowbook val'\!c. 
This decision authorizes rates r:h.lt p:::ovide SoC~l the oppo.rt.unity 

Co realize high (p .. ,alicy c~:::lings and incrctlses the return on 

equity by 1.49 points. We will follow with interest the rC:lction 
of the fin.:lncial community and the price of SoC~l r $, common stock. 

IV. CONSOLIDATED TAX RETt14~ ISSUE 

B3cl<.)~~ round 

/ 

Internal Revenue Code Sections 1501 ct seq. pct"mit an 
~ffiliatccl group of corporations, consisting of ~ parent corpor.:ltion 
:l.nO it.~ 8-0 pcrcl;!nt or more o·..rnccl domc'stic s,I.lbsidiarics, to file .:l 

consolicl::tted fcder."l income t.:l.X return. According to' the rcco'rd, 
PLC first: elected to file a consolidated return in 1954 when the 
affiliated groups consisted of PtC, PtS, Southern Counties G.lS 

Company o~ Cnlifornia, a.nd S,oC.11. 
in the Californi:l-cornbincd report 
they do follow the concept of the 

\!nicary business. 

The rcquircmcn,ts for inclusion, 
arc somcwhnt different; however, 
corporation being ::t mcmbc'r of 
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It is clear from the record that the nonutility-related 
affiliates were formed and/or acquired duri~g the period when ptC's 
expansion and growth were at a very modest level with 1:he hopes of 
improving its financial strength and earnings by having such 
affilia1:es' subsidiary companies operate profitably and ultimately 
provide approx1ma.tely 25 percent of FtC's net income. Such opera
tions did not materl.a.lize as planned due to adverse eeonomic 
conditions created in a large part by the sharp and extensive rise 
in the ~rld price of oil. Furthermore, according to the record, 
this objective was abandoned because of the magnitude of the gas 
supply fi'D3.neiDg problem. As a result, additional nonutility 
a.ffiliates of the PI..C family were created and! or acquired. solely 
to assure adequate supplies of gas for utility affiliates to 
eontinue future operations. 

The present PtC corporate family includes such nonutility 
subsidiaries as Pacific Indonesia LNG Company, Pacifie Alaska LNG 
Company, Pacific Interstate Transmission Company, Pacific Coal 

Gasification Company~ WeS1:ern Te-rminal LNG Company, California LNG 
Company, and Pacific Lighting Marine Company that are currently 
involved in proceedings before federal regulatory,authorities, 
primarily the Department of Energy. Also included are such diverse 
nonutiliey-related subsidiaries as, computer systems, agricultural 
companies, aptlrt::nent management, real estate developers, motels, 
and industrial parks. 

One of the Cotm:llission sta.ff financia.l exaxc.iners, Mr. 

t. M. Humphrey, recommended that for ratemaking purposes the 
income tax allowance be based on effeetive federal and state 
ineome taxes that it is estimated will actually be paid by the 
consolidated group, i.e., 32.64 percent for federal income 
taxes and 6 percent for state franchise tax. Rebuttal testi~ony 
and exhibits in opposition to this proposa.l were presented by 
PLe's controller, Mr. Lloyd A. Levitin, and by Mr. Proetor • 
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4It On September 6, 1978 we issued OII 24 institu~ing an 

investigation into the method to be used by this Commission to 
establish the proper level of income tax expense for ratemaking 
purposes. One of the issues· to be considered in this investigation 
was whether, for purposes 0'£ computing estimated test year income 
tax expense, the tmpact of nonutility and affiliated entities 
operations as reflected in consolidated income tax returns should 
be considered. Consequently, in this'proceeding we will compute 
the income tax for ratemaking purposes as though SoCal were filing 
a separate return, as we have in past proceedtngs. 

OII 24 is the best forum to fully explore the feasibility 
and ramifications of changing our ratemak~g treaement of federal 
income tax expense. We are confident, as a review of OII 24 will 
show, ~hat a more fully developed evidentiary record will result in 
that proceeding, and we can more thoroughly. discharge our obligation 
to revi~ the ratemaking treatment of income tax expense~ 

V. CONSERVATION 

A. GENERAL 
In· D.84902 dated September 16, 1975 in Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company's (PG&E) A.54279, A.542S0, and A .. 542S1 for general 
rate increases we identified conservation as the most important task 
faCing the utilities today and stated our intention to make the vigor, 
imagination, and effectiveness of a utility's conservation efforts 
a key question' in future rate proceedings and decisions on supply 
authorizations. One year later, in D.86595 we placed SoCal on 

.. 

notice that we expected a continued expansion of efforts in conservation 
and stated that in subsequent proceedings a more detailed analysis will 
be undertaken and SoCal's rate of return will be adjusted upward or 
downward as the evidence indicates. EX?enditures in the amount of 
$7,244,000 for conservation programs were approved for SoCal in 
D.86595. Out of this amount $2,500,000 was allowed for'conservation 
advertising. In this proceeding SoCal presented testilnony ind,ieating 
that it required $24,632,210 for its voluntary load reduction program 
(VI.R.P) for the test year 1979. As $7,163,000 has previously been 
authorized by D.86595, the SoCal witness testified that an' additional 
$17,469,210 is necessary for it to implement its 1979 test year 
conservation programs. -27-
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B. POSITIONS OF PARTIES 

Position of SoCal 
Testimony was presented on behalf of Soca.l by its vice 

president of consumer services, Patrick R. Shea. He tes'tifieci 
that SoCal' s continuing obj ective is to, significantly reduce the 
cOl'lSumption of -naeu:ral gas through a sensible cost-effective and 

achievable VIJ!:P. He stated. that SoCal f s past conservation efforts 
have been successful as indicated by (a) surpassing its 1976 con
servation goal of a 3.5 percent reduction in natural gas consump
tion with an annual savings of 3.8 percent or l6S,994 M-ther.ms; 
~) being an industry leaaer in ~eveloping viable an~ e!!ective 
consexvation programs (SoCal conducted its first energy conserva
tion seminar in 1972);. (e) ehe . introduction in 1973 of its CONCERN 

(Conserve Our Nations CrtJci.a.l Energy 'Resource Now) program, which 
continues today·as a valuable aid in promoting conservation in e residential, commercial, industrl.al, and mobile,: -home mar~t8 f . 

'" 

(d) its program for marketing insulation in 1974; and (e) the 

tmp1ementation in 1975 of its VLRP. According to the testimony, 
additional conservation actiVities initiated over the past several 
years include the direct sale of water':;,flOw-reduc:Lng dev1eea;,Water'~ 
heater insul.a.tion blankets, night setback thermostats, weather 
stripping, solar pool covers, and several special pilotless gas 
ra.nge, furnace, and dryer programs'. He stated, that to date these 
conservation efforts have earned SoCal several conservation aw-rds 
and eommend.a.t'ions from such groups as the Federal Energy Administra
tion, the Los Angeles County Board of':.Supervisors, the Community 
Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles, and the Southern California 
Sales and Marketing Council. 

According' to this witness' testimony, the increased 

amount of'$-17,469,210 for test year 1979 over previously 
Commission-approved amounts is primarily maee up of expenses for 
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incenti"le programs which are more costly than the. voluntary p.rogram8 
presently being conducted by Soca.l. The mo~t significant increase 
is for existing residential retrofit insulation programs where the 
goal for the test year 1979 is 150,000 i~ulated residential. attics. 

SoQ11 argues that it ms.de this filing for a rate increase 
application with full knowledge and belief of eremendous strides in 
the area of conservation and fully expected rewards in the form of 
increased rate of return allowances. Soca.1 notes that its 1976 
goal was 16,000 ~cf of gas to be saved and for that year the actual 
saving was 16,599 ~cf.. Similarly, for the yea.r 1977 the goal -;m.s 
19,700 'ilcf and the actual saving. was 23,000 ~cf. The goal for· 
test year 1979 is 35,263 i2ef, eq'U41 to .a sa.ving of approximately 
7 .. 2 percent. 

Socal notes that the Commission staff is in general 
agreement with SoC3.l' s proposed conservation programs for test 
yea:r~ 1978 and 1979, except in the area. of SoCs.l' s proposed con
servation advertising budget and proposed expenditures to· encourage 
purchase of pilotless and more efficient appl:f.a.nces. 

SoCal argues that the requested $5 million for test YeJJ.r 
1979 conservation advertising expense is absolutely necessary if 
it is to adeq'Uately inform people of· the various methods, ideas, 
products, and programs which will assist in accomplishing conserva
tion and thereby achieve its expanded c:onservation goals. In view 
of SoCal' s proposed increa.se in its V'LRP', which staff witnesses 
recommend be further expanded, SoCal C4l'lnot understand the staff 
recommendation that: $2,123,000 in the proposed conservation 
advertising budget for the test: year 1979 be eliminated. According 
to the record the staff's witness recommended that 'this amount be 
eliminated because the inc:entives themselves should serve the 
purpose of inducing additional sales of retrofit insul.a.tion anG· 
the expansion of advertising efforts is, therefore, not prudent. 

-29-
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SoCal argues that the general advertising in question is not adver
tising directly in support of the incentive, programs~ but is basic 
advertising that provides support for all programs. According to 
SoCal, the amountel:i.:minated was allocated to incentive programs 
solely for inclusion in the cost-effectiveness report required to 
be furnished to the staff and cloes not reflect amounts to be spent 
on advertising for specific programs. 

!he proposed disallowance by the staff witness of pilot
less and more efficient appliances because of the July 8, 1978 
state law prohibiting the sale of new pilot-burning. equ~pment is, 
aeeording to SoCal, shortsighted because there is a definite need 
to eotNinee its customers through advertising to replace their old 
equipment 'With new pilotless and. energy-efficient gas appliances prior 
to :the time they might normally mclce such replacements. 

SoC8.l argues that the 'tmp&ralleled success of its conser
vation programs "Warrants an upward adjustment to its rate of return 
and that~ if granted~ such an adjustment would demonstratetbat this 
Commission honors its commitments. According to· SoCal, such a.n 
up'WS.rd adjustment to its rate of return 'WOuld encourage all 
california utilities to aggressively pursue conservation with the 
same vigor demonstrated by SoCal. SoCal takes issue with staff 
witness Lucchi's position that he would not make a recommendation 
for an increased rate of return based on ·the success of previous 
conservation programs because he does not believe SoCal's efforts 
are going to achieve the goals that he envisions should be 
achieved in the next five years. SoCal notes that the . same wit:ness 
implied that even if Soca.l achieved residential customer saturation 
of 90 percent for insulation, a 100 percent for pilot turnoffs, 
SO percent for pilotless ranges, and 83· percent for solar water 
heating, it might not:· 'be enough to warrant an increase in·ra~e of 
return. SoCal further notes that staff witness Lucchi "'4nts it 
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to develop "yes" answers for the energy conservation program check 
list where SoCal had previously marked "no", even though he does not 
know 'Whether or not the items ma.rked "no" were cost-effective. 
SoC4l fu:::1:her takes issue with 1:he staff's inability to define 
'Vigor and imagination" when these Commission-fmpo~ed words could 
hold the key to an upward or downward adjustment in SoCal' s rate 
of return. 
Position of Commission Staff . 

Testtm¢ny and exhibits on conservation were presented on 
behalf of the Commission staff by one of its supervising utilities 
engineers~ Sesto F. Luc:chi, by one of its senior utilities engineers, 
Iraj R. Farza.neh, by one of its economic research analysts,. 
Marshall 3. Enderby, and by Russell Leonard. 

The salient recommendations presented by these Commission 
staff witnesses are as follows: 

. . 

1. SoCal should be directed to either (a) analyze· and describe 
the impacts of' price on gas consumption; (b) evaluate key conservatio"C 
programs in terms ofprooabi1ity levels using the GUESS simulation 
model 'With the Monte Carlo simulation technique;1I (c) display a 
sensitivity S!lalysis of the key variables affecting the conservation 
programs; (d) improve the lo-year c\lmulati ve conservation estimates 
by adding data about the actual eff'ect1veness of' SoCal' s programs 
such as commercial and. ind.ustrial energy aud.i ts; or (e) consider 
using a mul'tiple regression approa.ch to determine the overall impact 
or conservation programs. 

2. SoCal s·J:lould be required. to submit a. listing, description, 
and de'ta11ed summary of all its surveys. used. to help measure the 
impact of conservation efforts for its next general rateproceed.ing. 

11 "Monte Ca:lo" simulation is a method of estimating a parameter 
by simulation (e.g., esti::lating the probability that a specific 
coin 'Will come up heads Or ·tails based on 10,000 flips). . 
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3. SoCa1 staff should meee wieh ehe staffs. of o~her u~ili-, 
ties for the purpose of exchanging ideas and information about 

che measurement efforts of conservation programs including econo
meeric conS\m1er sur.reys, and ot:her meehods. 

4. !he optirm,un level of expenditures for conservation 
prOg:a:ns for test year 1978 is $18',341,100 a.nd for test year 1979 . 
is $21,586,000. !he staff's downward adjustment: to SoCal's pro-
posed expenditures of $2,538,900 for the test year consists / 
of $223,000 to reflect less activity in improved efficiency 
appliance promotion -Where e£.f'icient appliances are required. by law,' 
a reduction or $339,400 in general ad.vertising .f'er the resid.ential : 
sector, a disallewa."'lce or $1,422,000 of general ad.vertising expen~es 
for major incentive programs, a disallowance 0'£ $554,500 in the 
rental major incentive progr&n so as to disallow all but the value 
of the incentives on this progr~m. 

5. Expenses re1aeed. to ~he cash incentives and adminisera
tion of insulation incentive program ($8,972,000 for the test year 
1978 and $11,592,700 for te$~ year 1979) be reallocated to insula.
cion progr~ms ~hich comply with D.88551~ or ~~y re1a~ed deciSions. 

6." SoCa1 's energy savings goals, efforts, and accomplish
ments are presently inadequate. The staff recommends that SoCal 
expand its programs to attain a minimum conserv~tion effec~ of 
30 percent based on year 1978 gas sales in five years wi~h ~he 
exception of solar wa~er heating which should. reach its potential 
within 10 years. 

7. The staff-prepared cheek list should be reviewed for 
additional ideas and programs that would effectively result in 
increased gas cons~rvation. 

y D.SeS51 d.ated March 21, 197$ on C.10032 our investigation into 
~he i::lp1ementation or home insulation programs. '. 
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8. No positive or negative adjustment to SoCal' s rate of 
return is appropriate at this time. Howeve:e, ifSoCal fails· to 
expand its conservation goals and achievements in the near fu'ture~ 
a redue'tion in ra'te of return would be recommended by the staff 
in the next general rate proceeding. Staff witness Leonard 
recommended that arry future ra.te of re1:'tll:n adjustmetl.1: for conserva.
tion be confined wi,thin a range of one-half of one percent. 

9. SoCal should coordinate pl.a.nning of its solar information 

program and aetivities with the staff of ERCDC. 
10. SoCal's reports on its measurement efforts and its efforts 

to develop measuremenT; techniques are inadequs:te. 
11. Variables utilized by SoCal in multiple regression analysis 

to forecast fi:rm gas requirements fail to fall within the limits of 

statist_ical si~fi~~~~. ."" _, .,' 
12. SoCal should revise its billing format to provide its 

customers 'With the opportuxUty' to measure the efr-ect:tveness of' their 

conservation efforts. The sta£f provided SoCal 'Wi tll a s3l:llple of its 

~roposed bill and a list of itemS to be included in the billing 
format,-
Position of ERCDC 

Testl.mony and exhibits were' presented on 'behalf of ERCDC 
by one of its energy a.n.a.lysts~ John F. Keane. Mr. Keane testified 
that it is the policy of ERCDC. that utility companies should under
take all conservation efforts that are at least as eost-effective 
as supplying energy frcm new sources .and that sueh companies should 
promote energy conservation measures with at least as mueh vigor as 
they have in the past promoted energy sales growth. '!'his witness 
further'testified that ERCDC recommends that this Coxmnission direet 
SoCal to institute appropriate monitoring and evaluation meehanisms 
in all of its programs if they do not: already exist and to carefully 
assess the operating expense levels for proposed programs. that llack 
sufficient info:ma.tion from which to make an info:rmed subjective 

, 
evaluation as to their potential ·cost-effectiveness. 
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ERCDC supports the CPUC staff t s recommended budget 
adjustment to eliminate advertising support, for co'CServation 
programs required by law, but encourages SoCal to pursue programs 
which attempt to influence its customers to sell, purchase, or 
install gas appliances and devices whose efficiency is above that 
of the statutory mandate. According to the record ERCDC recognizes 
the need for a coordinated consumer' information program on the 
availability of solar energy alternatives to avoid potential dupli
cation of effort a.nd. 'Wasteful expenditures of public and ratepayer 
funds. ERCDC maintains that a certain amount of advertising is 
required to inform the publiC of specific enttgy conservation 
options. Such advertising can be in the form of radio a.nd tele
vision spots, billbcarcls and road signs, advertisements in ne'WS
papers and magazines, and bill inserts with positive action 
response envelopes.. According to ERCDC the proper mix of the 
various advertising options available to produce a desired level 
of awareness and motivation of the targeted audience must be arrived 
a.t through careful employment of numerous marketing research 
techniques that currently exist. ERCDC recommends t:ha.t SoCa.l be 
required to measure the effectiveness of its advertising programs 
and its experimental techniques and clearly and completely document 
these effectiveness measures in i~s annual conservation program 
reports due March 31 of each year. In its briefs BRCDC states 
that the record indicates ~he need for definition of a standard 
of vigor, imagil'lation, and effectiveness of a utility's conserva
tion efforts so that SoCal will clearly understand this Commission's 
expectations and so that all concerned can measU%'eSoCa1 's respo':1Se 
to these expectations.. ERCDC notes that throughout this proceeding 
SoCal has professed an uncertainty as to the Commission's expecta
tions. ERCDC submits that the proper fO'l..."l'1daeional standard is the . ' 

goal of effecting as much cost-effective conservation as is 
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feas11;!le. It advocates tha:c SoCal bear the specific burden of 
provir~g in all future rate application proe~edings that each of 
its nonexperimental programs is capturing all cost-effective 
savings feasible. 

ERCDC notes that this Commission's definition of worth- ;' 
whil~ eonser.tation progn.m.s relate to the comparison of its costs; 
to the alternative costs of new supplies, but that the specific 
cost of such alternative supplies is conspicuously absent from 
the 4widence presented by Socal and the Commission staff. 

EECDC notes that a rehearing has been granted on a 
po:"t'lon of n.,$S551 and expresses conce::"n that expenses req,uired 
by D,- $$551 'Will divert funds. from SoCal' s other conserv'ation 
pt'ograms. Consequently, ERCDC recommends that SoCal's· insulation 
pro'grams (except for reallocation or rental market insw.ation 
program funds) 'oe £'U:lded as proposed to insure the operation 0'£ 
an insulation program while simultaneously providing funds should 
D.S8S51 be rea!!i~ed. 

ERCDC concurs with the Commission staff that Socal' s 
advertising program should not be greatly expanded un1:il the 
measurement evaluation techniques are substantially improved and 
reliable. information on such programs is available and indic:a.tes 
its belief that the $1,422,000 which the Commission staff recommends 
be cut from ~he general,advertising of major incentive programs oeapplied 
instead to expansion of existing programs or for the development of ' 
new cost-effective programs. 
Position of SD 

In its brie~ SO states that it is not difficult to under~ 
stand ~y SoC41 wants to spend huge sums of money on conservation 
programs because they can recover these expenses from .,the ratepayers 
and if'some of these programs prove to be effective, they' may be 

. ." 

able to get an increased ra.te of return. SD suggests 'that under 
these circumstances the ratepayer is required to pay fo~ all these 
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conservation programs and if a progr~ has some success, i~ addition 
to paying for the conserva'Cion progra.ms, he, will be asked. to pay 
higher rates in the form of an increased rate of return to the 
utility. SD notes that so-called "conservation" of natural gas is 

not conservation in a normal sense but simply a reallocation of gas 

from one customer to another. 
Position of LA· 

U a.sserts t:hat the costs associated with implementing 
the conservation programs must be cost-justified and should not 
impose an UM'1ecessary financial burden on the ratepayer. LA 
alleges that 'a.bsent adequate financial justification a.nd a reason
able vehicle for evaluating the successes of the 'VIJrP', money will 
be squandered. 

lA argues that a fatal defect of the VI.RP is the absence 
of adequate information to· justify the expense to the ratepayer and 
cites several examples contained in the record wherein precise 
annual estfmated expenditures are set forth to justify estimated 

, savings that ca.nnot precisely be measured by SoC4l and are described 
as "general contribution to savings". IA notes that SoCal and its 
stockholders additionally benefit from the ~ because the corpo
rate image of Soca.l is greatly enhanced by the conservation adver
tising and all of the public contacts associated with the VLRP. 
LA argues that the Commission has historically disallowed expenses 
geared toward enhancing the corporate image of utilities and feels 
that the fact that the expenses are now clothed in the hallowed 
aura of conservation does not mean they should. be condoned. 
Posit:ion of I,.B. 

Included in the testimony of LB' s witness Cullum was a 
detailed outline of conservation programs !.B has filed in· concert 
with SoCal and SDG&E in recent years. He noted that these p-rograms 
include informational mailing, school educational programs ~ and 
community info'l:'m3.tion seminars with special instructional. programs 
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for senior citizens and other low income groups on utility conser
vation. He further testified that LB., recognizing the need for the 
conservation of a dwindling natural resource, revised its rate 
schedules to eliminate declining nte blocks thereby enc:ouraging 
conservation by all customers. l3 takes issue with staff witness 
Lucchi's proposal that wholesale customers of SoCal be required to 
implement a program necessary .to conserve an equal percentage of 
natural gas with that of SoCal. U contends that should the 
Commission adopt Mr. Lucchi's proposal it will result in a substan
tial increase in conservation expenses by wholesale customers, 
including Long Beach. LB further alleges that spreading of SeCal f S 

conservation costs to· Wholesale customers would be tantamount to 
requiring the customers of tB and SDG&E to, in effect, pay for :its 

conservation efforts. 
Position of Edison 

In its . brief, Edison urges that allocated costs of, 
service should. serve as a st:a.rting point for the eseablisbment of 
rates for all customer,classes. According to Edison, to do other
wise would permit certain of these cJ.a.sses to continue· to be lulled 
into inaction by their ability to purchase natural gas at unrealis
tically low prices whic:h would, acc:ording to Edison,. clearly be at 
odds with the conservation objectives urged by this Commission. 

C.. DISCUSSION 

'the component parts of the cOn5el."Vation issue that surfaced 

during the proceedings were: 
1.· 'What is conservation? 
2. 'What constitutes vigor and imagination? 
3. The appropriate level of funding SoCal's 

conservation effo~s. . 
4. Soca.1' s conservation goals. 
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5. Measurement of cost-effectiveness. 
6. Report card billing. 

" . -- --.. -. ..~ ...... " _ .................. - ,- ,-- . _ ...... .. 
7. Effect of conservation acti vi:ty on 

authorizing a reasonable rate of return. 
Conserva tion Defined 

" 

Mr. Encle'.t"by of the Commission staff defines conservation 
as "the reduction in wasteful natural gas usage" or "the reduction 
in overall natural gas usage". In general, these definitions are 
acceptable to most parties in this proeeeding. However, several 
parties note that the gas not cons,umed by the high priority users 
through the conservation efforts is ac~lly burned by low priority 
users and, therefore, in their opinion. is not eonservationbut 
rather a transfer of natural. gas from one, priority customer class 
to another priority customer class. It should be DOted, however, 
that the gas burned by the low priority user as a result of savings 
of the high priority user generally displaces alternate fo%'mS of 
fOSSil fuels with a resulting overall savings in the burning of 
fossil fuels. Therefore, the reduction in natural gas consumption 
by the high priority consumer accomplished through the conservation 
efforts is true conservation in spite of the fact that the gas saved 
could be utilized by low priority customers. 
Vigor and Imagination 

, . . .. 
The "vi~or, imagination, and effectiveness of a utility'S 

conserv,ation e!'!'orts" is the yardstick we have ind.icated which' shoulC: ~e 

used to determine a utility' s commitment to conservation. From the record 
it is quite clear that SoCal, the Commission stal"!', and other parties to 
the proceeding have widely' varying opinions as to what constitutes 
"vigor, imagination, and effectiveness". SoCal is convinced that 
it has adequately :net these standards in its conservation activities, 
and is therefore entitled to an upward adjustment in its rate of 
retur:l. The Com:nission st:J£!' maintains that SoCal' s proposed· 
programs are not adequate to acr~eve the goals the star!oelieves 
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should be met and therefore falls short of the yardstick of perform
ance quoted above. The Energy Commission ~int&ins that the degree 
of "vigor, imagination, and effectiveness" is measured by the degree 
of fmplementation of all cost-effective conservation programs. 

All three positions. have some merit. '!he establishment 
of finite parameters delineating precisely our yardstick of utility 
performance in the conservation field is difficult, if not impossible. 
Consequently, the utility's conservation efforts :!lUSt be evaluated 
on an individual basis. In evaluating the utility's individual 

efforts, primary conside%ation will be given to the total amount 
of cost-effective conservation programs available to· the utility 
and the percentage reduction in sales that will be achieved' by ~e 
implementation of such conservation programs. 
Level of Funding 

For the test year 1979 SoCal requests $24,632,2l0 to 
implement its conser.ration program to achieve 8. reduction of 

"' 3S.,.2~3 ~e.f. ~f.. ~s.' . 4::x:~d:~.~~~n of 7 .. ,~ perc~t.. .. ,._ 
From the record it is apparent that SoCal and. the 

Commission sta1"f' are in agreement as to the proper amount of' 
fund.ing tor conserva.tion expense with respect to res1d.ent:ia.l 
consumer information and commercial and 1nd.ustr1al· programs and 
such major incentive programs as res1d.ential furnace d.erating 
and commereial and industrial incentive' programs. Of . the 
$2,53$,900 dO-..rJlwa..-d adjustment made in SoC:al' s conservation 
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progra~ by the Commission staff, $1,761,400 is rcla~ed to the 
proposed conservation ~dvertising budget and $1,422,000 of this 
l~tter ~mount is related to ~dvcrtising of major incentive 
programs. The st~ff witness F~rzaneh testified thse the incentives 
themselves sho~ld serve as a powerful tool for inducing additional 
sales of insulation retrofit and, therefore, exp~nsion of adver
tising efforts Olnd :!ccom~anying expenditures is not prudent. This 
st.aff witness .:2.1$0 mtz.dc an .:ldditio~l adj,Jstment of ·lO¢ 'Per resi
dcnt~l customer to reflect less ~dvertising ~etivities in the 
appli.:lncc conservntion programs ~nd general advertising activities. 
SoCal argues that with its proposed increase in its VLR:P, coupled 
with the stAff's recommendations thAt the progrAm be expanded even 
more, it is inconceivable thAt. the sta.ff could recommend a reduction 
of $1,761,400 for the test year 1978 and $2,123,000 for the test 
YCtlr 1979. SoCal states ,that the full proposed expenses O1re .'l.bso ... 
1utely necessary if it is to achieve its expanded cons.ervation 
goals ~nd inform the people of the various methods, ideas, products, 
and programs which will assist in Accomplishing conservation. SoCal 
further argues that the general advertising deleted by the staff is 
not advertising direct.ly in support of progr.ams but is Msic adver-
tising tha.t r~inds people of the conservation action they can take. 
According to SoCa.l such informational advertising is essential to 
motivate customers to conserve energy by informing them of thc 
r~lity of potentiOll severity of energy shortages. The insulation 
incentive ?rogr~m contcmpl:ted by SoCal in the record of this 
proceeding is subst~ntially different from that established by 

D.&8551 in C.10032. D.88925 ~tcd Y..,.y 31, 1978 granted· a lir.litcd 
rch~ring for the purpose of receiving evidence and ~rgument on 
the issue of the reasonableness of this incentive programdeline.aeed 

in Ordering ?4rng~n?h 3 of D.SS5S1. Rehearing of D.$$551, including 
the reasonableness of the cash incentives as proposed by SoCal for 19.?9, ff' 
W~~ held on October 30 .::.nd ~ovcmber 9, 13·) and 14) 1978. We have .r:t,ot yet 
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issued our decision on rehearing granted by D.S$92S. We will adopt 
the starr's recommendation tor disallowance of the rental major 
incentive program proposed 'by SoCal becaus'.a it- was not proven 
cost-effective, and we Will also adopt staff's general advertising 
adjustment which we will discuss .£'urther. We Will include $11,;92" 700 
.£'or equivalent incentive programs for the test year 1979. 

The staff adjustment of $223,000 in the residential 
sector to reflect less activity in the area of new" improved e.£'ficien~j 
applia.:lce promotion where the improvement is mandated bylaw and the 
related reduction for residential advertising of $339,400 appears 
reasonable and Will be adopted. 

We have reduced SoCalts proposed $;,04.6,000 cons~rvation 
advertising expense level by $2',123,,000 and adopted a conservation 
advertising expense level of $2,923,000 for test year 1979 which 
we believe is a reasonable level. SoCal should reallocate tMs 
advertising to provide maximum support to all conservation programs 
and should concentrate its efforts toward m~re direct individual 
customer contact. SoC·al should resort to ne'WSpaper, billboard, 
a:ld media coverage only in instances where prompt action ancimass 

.appeals are necessary for proper program implementation. SoCal 
should avoid using conservation advertising for enhancing its 
corporate image as pointed out 'by LA. 

The balance of $cCal's conservation expe:lse of $21,777,910 
will be included in our adopted summary of earnings with the .£'01 1 OWing 
precautions to be observed by SoCal. 

The adopted conservation expense amount of$21,777~910 
i:lcludes $11,;92,700 for test year 1979 insulation incentive programs. 
SoCal sho'4d apply these tunds to implement the insulation incentives 
program resulting from the rehea..-ings or D. $$551· in. Case, No. l0032. 
!n the event that the planned programs are denied by any determination 
in Case No. 10032, the $11,.592,700 should be applied to other 
conservation act~vities mth emphasis directed. to the installation 
of hardware devices primarily tor residential gas customers. 'l'hese 
alternative conservation programs should be developed in cooperation 
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With the sta££ of the Energy Conservation Branch and should meet 
the follo~ng criteria: 

1. Funds shall only be used on cost-ef£ective 
programs. 

2. The programs should emphasize mo~e direct 
communication With customers and less 
media advertising. 

:3. Program emphasis should be directed to 
the r~gh priority residential and 
small commercial gas customerS. 

4.. The programs should emphasize the installation 
of proven. conservation hardware (such as water 
heater i~sulation and furnace filter replace
ment). 

;. Expanded residential energy audits activities 
as defined in the National Energy Act may also 
be an appropriate candidate program element. 
If acceptable alternative p~ograms are not 
developed, that portion of the $11,592,700 that 
~oC~l !'I:r.opos~('l to ~p't')lY to such :oroCl:rams should 
be refunded. 

SoCa.l's Consel""7a.tion Go,a.1s 

The Commission st'a££ takes the position that SoCal' s 
conservation objective of a reduction of 35,263 M2cr, or 7.2 percent, 
fo~ test year 1979 is inade~uate and reco~ends conservat~on of 
13;,107 M2cf Within a five-year period and an additional 4.3,9$1 ~cf 
solar savings to be achieved within a ten-year period. The :r:"esidential 
conservation portion of the staff recommendation to be achieved, 
totaling 71,044 ri-cf, consists of 32,4.00 M2cf for ceiling and wall 
insulation, 13,1;0 M?-cf for summer turnoff of furnace pilot lights, 
2,76; M2c! for hot water heater blankets, 3,8S; ~cf for water flOW' 
devices, 3,4.39 i2cf for cooking, and unspecified savings estimated 
by SoCal to be l;,405 M2cf.. .. 

The total conservation savings goal recommended by the 
Commission sta££ is 30 percent overall based on the year 197$' sales. 
Such overall savings re!lect 3$ percent savings in residential 
sales, 20 percent savings each in commercial and ind.ustrial 
sales, 8 percent in gas engine sales, 20 percent each in large 
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ccnmnercial, industrial, and utility electric sales S;£Lvings, and 
33 percent savings for Wholesale sales. According to the record, 
to achieve the 38 percent residential sales reduction described 
above, it will be necessary for SoCa.l to achieve residential 
customer saturations of 90 percent: for ceiling insulation, 
100 pe:cent: for pilot turnoffs, 80 percent for pilotless ranges 
within a five-year period, and 83 percent customer saturation 
for solar water heating within a ten-year period. 

ERCDC agrees with the Commission staff that the conser
vation programs proposed by SoCal are inadequate. It is ERCDC' s 
recommendation that SoCal implement all cost-effective programs 
but ERCDC does not recommend any speciric amount of 
savings as a total or as a percentage to be achievec! by SoCal 
before an upward adjustment be made to its rate of return. 

It is obvious from the record that SoCalhas an oppor
t~ty to expand its cost-effective conservation programs well 
beyond what is presently under consic!eration during th1spro
ceeding. The Commission staff's goal of 30 percent savings over 
a ten-year period can be construed as a verJ commendable goal. 
While emphasizing and implementing all cost-effective programs 
could conceivably result in SoCal approaching a 30 percent 
overall savings in a five-year or ten-year period, it would 
appear to be extremely ,difficult, if not impossible, to achieve 
the specific customer saturations espoused by the Commission 

··_':'·stai"f".' Eowev'er;- the-' s'enOUs:c:-ess o! ·the~1lear'''!uture-gas' suppl:y _ .. 
shortage problem as pointe~ out in the starr's Exhibit No. 76, 
shOwing an average annual decline of 6.1 percent, further reinforces 
"'he ::.e6d £or~on"!'~r~tio'C goals Tbere£ore.,...-~W'i11 ac.c.ep.t...-_ 
SoCal' s 1979go~ of 7 .. 2 percent, we Will require S0931 to continue 
to expand its conservation activities to move toward a level 
commensurate 'With the statf goals.. vle will. also req,uire SoCal to 

..... ..-_------,-_ .... ----_ ........ '-', .. _- -.~ .. , -.--~--................ -.... -.. -,~ .. -.... , ..... ~- -.-.-~ .. --..,--_ ... _-----
institute adeq,uate evaluation programs so that we can a~equately 
monitor the erfectiveness of SoCal's efforts· to achieve further 
C ons,ervati on. 
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____ e. ___ • _____ • _______ ._ • _______ • __ --------,. ---.--.----
. We 'Will use this data to measure SoCal' s conservation 

program progress· againSt staff's revised goals for subsequent 
years in the utility's next general rate proceeding. 
Cost-effectiveness Measurement 

SoCal's measurement and evaluation techniques' were 
subj eet to criticism on the record by ERCDC' s witness Kfaaue who 
testified that Socal's showing failed to include sufficient 
info'rmS.tion to adequately evaluate :Lts programs, by··sta:f"t""::":· 
witness lucchi who testified that the staff believes more progress 
is needed in this area. of program measurement, by staff witness 
Farzaneh who testified that SoCal' s residential consumer informa
tion programs needed evaluation to assure that expenditures for 
each program benefit the ratepayer, and by staff witness Enderby 
who testified that he was not completely satisfied with the 
accuracy of the existing estimates set forth by SoCal. 

In its brief ERCDC' recommended t'WO proposed ordering 
p.a.ragra phs that provide: 

"1. In all future rate applications SoCal 
shall identify the cost of gas saved by 
its conservation programs. 

"2. SoCal shall improve its measurement and 
eval'uation of conservation program savings 
and shall present more complete and 
creditable evidence of program impacts in 
all future conser.ration reports to this 
Commission and in all fu~e rate appli-
cations." .... ,,-- - -._ .. __ . ___ . 

Similarly, in Appendix A attached to· the saff's brief 
the staff set forth quantitative measurement recommendations which 
were extracted from. the "Report on the Quantitative Measurement 
of Southern California Gas Company's Conservation Programs Test 
Years 1978 and 1979", presented into evidence. by staff witness 
Enderby. 
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~ We are persua~ed that SoCal's present methodology and 
p::-ograms for evsluating the effectivene'ss of its conservation 
prog::-ams are inadequate and the ordering paragraphs herein will 
detail speci!ic measures ror qua."lti tati ve measurement' of SoCal' s 
conservation programs. 
Re~ort Card Billing, 

'!.tIe concur 'W'i th the recommendation of the st~£ that SoCal' s 
billi:lg format should be revised to intor:n the public ,0£ the need 
fo'!' individual energy conservation errort. The, existing format of 
the bills is inadequate to the extent that it does not explain ::-ate . 
deSign in.."'lovations that are adopted by the CommiSSion to encourage 
conse:-vation. The bill format should be revised to give more 
in!o~ation to the public in order that customers may react· to 
inverted type rate des~g::.s as well as monitor their individual /' 
conservation activities. 
Rate of Return Adjustment 

SoCal argues that because of "the u..."'lpar:u'~led. success 
" 

of it.s conserva.tion programs an upward. adju.stment: to its rate of 
return would de~onstrate that this Commission honors its commitments 
~"'ld. further that such adjustment would give encouragemen~ to all 
California utilities to aggressively pursue conservation ~th the 
same vigor demonstrated by SoCal .. 

The staff argues tha't SoCal' s energy savings goals and 
accomplishments are presently inadequate as measured against· 
progr~s designed to attain a minimum conserlation effect or 
30 percent b~sed. on the 1978 gas sales as recommended. by the 
staff. In response to SoCal counsel·s allegations that thest~!£ 
has not developed standards by w~~ch SoCal can r~ve its rate of 
return adjusted. upward due to its conservation progr~s, the ~ta!r 
argues it is the utility'S responsibility to deter.mine through its 
own studies and review processes ~~d discussions with theEner~1 
Conservation Team the 'e!!ect~veness and adequacy of its conservation 
goals. 

ERCDC argues that SoCal's proof of full implementation 
of all cost-effective conservation progra.-ns should be a measure,· 
determina."'lt in whether or no't a rate of return ad.justment is warranted. 
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The y~rds~ick for ~he measuremen~ of whe~her or no~ 
.a rate of return o'ldjustmen~ is warran~ed is ~hc "vigor,. imag,ina" 

tion, and effectiveness" of the utility's con"servation efforts.2..1 
Because of the presen~ lack of the means to accurately evaluate 
~he effectiveness of SoCal's conservation efforts, we are not in 

a position at this ~ime to adjust its rate of return eith~r uPw3.rd 
or downward ~o reflec~ i~s conserva~ion efforts~ the data to be 
obtained as a result of this decision will hopefully enable us to ./ 
make such an adjustment, if warran~ed, in the next general rate case. ~ 

'2/ !he National Energy Conservation Policy Act (Act) calls for 
each regulated utility to develop a conservation program in 
compliance wi~h a state plan (to be prepared' within guidelines 
developed by The Deparcment of Energy (DOE)). The Aet instrue~s 
DOE to allow ongoing conservation programs to con~inue. It will 
be necessary, however, for those programs to later comply with 
the procedures introduced through the statp. plan, and (where 
supplying, installation, or financing of conservation mea.sures, 
is involved) avoic unfair :narke~ing practices, and .;mtico:npetitive 
activi~ies. 

It may be a year or more before utility conserva~ion programs 
in compliance with the Act are submi~ted. In the interim period 
the need to cove forward with vigorous conservation ac~ivities 
=emains. SoCal should therefore continue to develop, its programs, 
a.ssuming ~hat the ongoing conservation pro'grams will be allO'-Aed 
to continue, being aware of the possible limitations and .lddition.ll 
ma.ndate activities implicit in ~he Act. !he Commission staff 
should be consulted to assist SoCA1:in c!ete:mining reasonable, interim 
steps to be ~aken in anticipation of DOE's possible in~erpretation 
of any vague portions of the Ac~. 
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VI. RESULTS OF OPERATION 
General 

Comprehensive results of operation data were presented 
into evidence in this proceeding by SoCal and the Cot:misaion 
staff. Exhibit 96, presented by SoCAl '. witness R. N. McClure, 
provides a comparison of SoCal's and the Commisaion staff's 
results of operation summaries for the test year 1979 for SoCal 
and PlS. . 

The staff'. total revenue estimate of operating revenues 
for PLS exceeds SoCal's esttm&te by $1,522,000 and is included 1n 
SoCal's and the staff's esttmates of SoCal's production expenses. 

The significant differences between SoCa1 'a and the 
Commission staff's estimates for SoCal's 1979 test year operations 
are as follows: 

1. Revenues .. The staff's revenue estimate 1s 
$147,252,000 higher than SoCal '. with 
$l39,40S,000 of the difference relating to 
higher gas supplies stipulated to by SoCa1' 
and the availability of later data to the 
staff. Of the remaining difference of 
$7,844,000, $2,210,000 relates to the staff 
use of a higher heating value for gas sold 
than SoCa1 and $4,984,000 relates to the 
estimated oil revenues from the Honor Ranc:ho 
field. 
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2. Expenses - '!he expense estimate differentials 
are s~rized as follows: 

a. Pl:'oduction - '!he staff's estimate of 
prOduction expense is $73.235.000 higher 
than SoCa1's, of which $71,949,000 is due 
to greater sup~lies stipulated to by 
SoCa1, $1,522,000 relates to higher 
charges by PLS on the cost of service 
tariff, and $236,000 relates to higher 
gas requirements estimated by SoCal. 

b. 

c. 

Storage
i 

Transmissionz and Distribution -
!he sea fi s estimates for these ~enses 
total $6,541,000 less than SoCal's 'With 
the differences consisting of $381.000 
wage adjustment, $2,352,000 from differ
ences in the basic est~tes, $730,000 
in supervision and engineering, and 
$3~078,000 in customer installations. 

Customers' Accounts - Soca1' s estimate 
exceeas the staff1s by $792,000 with 
the staff's estimate of expense related 
to ~s requirements ex~eeding SoCal's 
by $246,000 and SoCal'g exceeding the 
staff's by $131.000 fo::, the wage adjust
ment and $907,000 for ?Qstage expense. 

d. Market Services - SoCal's esttmate exceeds 
the staffls by $3,074,000 consisti~ of 
$28,000 wage adjustme'O:t, $923,000 for 
Account 912, Demonstration and Selling, 
and $2,123,000 for Account 913, 
Advertising E."q)ense. 

e. Administrative and General" enses
~,"....::L.L. s estl.m&te excee t e sea s by 
$5,389,000 and consists of the staff's 
estimate exceeding SoCa1's by $1,776,000 
relating to gas requirements t gas supply, 
and heating value ~ and SoCa1 s estimate 
exceeding the staff's by $142,000 wage
adjustment 7 $5.343,000 pensions and 
benefits. $59,000 basic estimates, 
$1~039,OOO dues and donations, and 
$532,000 for outside services. 
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f. Taxes- The staff estimate of payroll taxes 
exceeds Socal' s by $664,000 and SoCal's 
esttmate of ad valorem taxes exceeds the 
staff's by $1,620,000. There are also 
differences in the income tax computations 
reflecting the differences in revenues and 
expenses listed above, differences in 
interest costs previously discussed, differ
ences in depreciation expense subsequently 
discussed, and allo~nces for income taxes 
on contributions in aid of construction. 

g. Depreciation Expense - SoCal' s estimate of 
depreciation ~ense is $13,319,000 higher 
than the staff's and reflects unit of pro
duction (UOP) depreciation, five-year 
amortization of facilities to serve 
Priority 4 and 5 c~tomers, shorter lives 
for distribution services, and 10'l'N'er plant 
balances based on later data. 

3. Rate Base - The staff's estimated rate base is 
$ 3, 560 , 000 grca ter than SoCal' s, reflecting 
$2,S68,000.less gas plant: in service, $-23,482,000 
more gas stored underground, $24,253,000 less 
working cash, and $6,967,000 less depreciation 
reserve. 

Revenues 
As noted above, $2,210,000 of the difference in the 

revenue estimates of Soca.l and the staff relates to· the heating 
value 0: the gas to be sold. According to the testfmony of one 
of SoC&l's vice presidents, W. C. Cole, the heating value for 
test year 1979 'Will vary between 1,042 and 1,060~J~.t:u,,'_s per .. e.~1e 
foot with the computed weighted avera.ge being 1,052. According 
to the testimony of one of the staff's senior utilities engineers, 
Joseph L. Fowler, the weighted average heating value for test 
year 1979 should be 1,054 Btu's per cubic foot. According to 
the record, the system weighted average heating value in Btu's 
per cubic foot ~s'1,060 for 1971, 1,058 for 1972, 1,055 for 
1973, 1,058 for 1974, 1,054 for 1975, 1,054 for 1976, and. 
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based on 10 months recorded for 1977 the estimated heating value 
for 1977 is 1,054 Btu's per cubic foot. ~t would appear that the 
downward trend in heating value has leveled off for the last three 
years indicating the number of wells and the basic mix of dry gas 

and oil gas has more or less stabilized. We' will therefore adopt 
the staff estimate of heat content for test year 1979 of 1,054 Btu f s 
per cubic foot. 

Socal initially forecast its revenues for the sale of 
oil at Honor Rancho at $10 6 million for test year 1978 and test 
year 1979. Based on an engineering study dated March 7, 1978, 
supplied to the staff on March 8, 1978., Sotal revised its esti
mates to $2.5·mil1ion for test year 1978 and $1 million for test 
year 1979. 

'the s·taff' s estimates, presented by research analyst 
Ida Goalwin, were $6,600,000 for the test years 1978 and 1979 
and were based on 1977 recorded revenues. 

SoCa1 argues that the initial years' operations of a 
storage field cannot be used as a basis for estimating test years 
1978 and 1979 oil revenues because the initial recovery of oil 
per Mef of gas withdrawn resUlting from repressuring the field 
and the associated cleanup operation will decrease sharply after 
the initial year. 

In support of her position, wieness Goalwin testified 
that a representati~e of the california Division of Oil and Gas 
(DOG) informed her that other similar fields showed a decrease 
of 5 to 10 percent on a yearly basis as contrasted to the 
49 percent decrease indicated by SoCs.l' s most recent study, and 
that the recorded data for January and February indicated Honor 
Rancho generated just \moder $1 million in revenue in -those two 
months. Socal argues that if the staff were to review the l:farch 
and· April 1978 production data filed with DOG, they would find . 
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the production of 'oil duri~g March and April was only one-third 
of the production during Ja~ry and February 1978 and that this 
Commission should therefore adopt Socal's oil revenue estimates 
of $2.5 million for 1978; and $1 million for 1979. 

It is obvious .from the record that the oil production 
from Honor Rancho, decreased sha'l!'ply from the maximum in November 
1977 of slightly in excess of 156,000 barrels to 52,736 barrels 
in January 1978, but that the drop-off in production is somewhat 
less than anticipated by SoCal. We will, therefore, a.dopt as 
reasonable for this proceeding oil production revenues from 
Honor Rancho equal to the average of SoCal's 1978 and 1979 
e~tima.tes, or $1,750,000. 
Wage Adiustment 

!he staff's estima~es included an adjustment for a wage 
increase of 7-1/4 percent which, at the time of preparation of the 
staff t s report, had not been approved. A wage agreementgrant1ng 
a 7 percent increase ~s subse~uently negotiated and the adopted 

... - -.. • -, .... • - ., r •• ...... ,,_ _0-. _... ~ .......... ~"...' ___ .... __ ..... • ,,~ ...... , ••• __ •• _",. _ 

results of operation£igures reflec~ the effect of this increase • 
. Production "Exoense 

The di!:£'erence in. production expense· estimates between 
SoCal and the CommiSSion staff totals, $73,235,000 and consists 
of $236,000 relating to the staft's lower est~ate for gas 
requirements, $71,949 relating to the staff's higher estimate 
of gas supply expense, and $1,522,000 relating to the staff's 
higher estimate of PLS service tariff charges. 

The gas requirement estimate dif:£'erence reflects later 
data. being available to the staff and, therefore, the staff 
estimate is more reliable and will be adopted. 

The stait's higher estimate of gas supply e~ense 
reflects the greater gas supply availability stipulated to 
by SoCal and it 'Will be adopted. 

-so-
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The difference of $1,522,000, due to higher FLS charges 
flowed through to SoCal via PLS's service tariff, reflects 
primarily additional supplies stipulated to bySoCal, higher ad 
valorem taxes paid by PLS, higher depreciation expenses reflecting 
UOP for transmission facilities, five-year amortiza~ion o£ 
Priority 4- and 5 i"a.eilities, and lower plant balances. The sta.:£'f"s 
estimates will be adopted in accordance With our discussion of the 
resolution of similar differences in estimates relating to SoCal's 
operations. 
Storage: Transmission, and Distribution Expense 

The stafr's estimates are lower than SoCal's by $265,000 
for storage expense, $740,000 for transmission expense, and 
$5,536,000 for ~istribution expense, fora total of $6,541,000. 
Of this, $3$1,000 relates to the wage adjustment previously 
discussed, $2,352,000 relates to' the differences in the basic 
estimates,' $7:30,000 relates to superviSion and engineering, 
and the remaining $:3,07$,000 relates to differences in customer 
installation expenses. 

The differences in SoCal t s and the staff'.s estiI:lates 
for storage, tranSmiSSion, and distribution supervision and 
engineering (excluding customer services expense) ~xpenses 
totaling $730,000 are due to the staff's utilities engineer, 
Gary Loo, normalizing the amount of such expense capitalized. 
According to the record, Mr. Loo noted that SoCal's percentage 
of d.irect charges capitalized for test years 1975, ~d 1979 
represented less than one-hal!' the rate used by SoCal for the 
years 1974 through 1976. Mr. Loo utilized a 3:5 percent capitalization 
ratio which was nearly equivale:lt to the utility's 1976 recorded 
figure. SoCal argues that such normalization is inappropriate 
because in 1975 it institut~d its capital limitation program 
whereby tor the next £i ve years capital construction would be 
deferred whenever possible. Such a de£erral o! capital construction 
results in less supem.sion 'expense being reassigned to plant and 
relatively :ore being charged the expense accounts. This explanation 
appears reasonable and We Will adopt SoCal' s' estimates 1"orthese 
supervision and engineering a,ccounts. 

, i 

! 
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The $2,352,000 basic estimate di£ferential consists of 
$31,000 in storage expense, $244,000 in transmission expense, 
and $2,077,000 in distribution expenses, with $1,617,000 of 
the latter relating to operation and msintenance of meters 
and house regulator estimates. The meter and house regulator 
operating expense estimate was prepared by the sta£f USing 
historical trending methods modified by engineering judgment as 
contrasted to SoCal' s use of' its normal forecasting methods Which, 
according to SoCal, are highly accurate. We will adopt the staff's 
est~ate of $17,129,000 for Account e7S, Meter and House Regulator 
Operating Expense. According to the record, the staff's estimate 
of Account $9;, Meter and House Regulator Maintenance- Expense, was 
prepared using historical trends modified by engineering judgment 
and. SoCaJ.' s est~ate was prepared. using a meter performance' program 
and related statistical. sampling techniques.. We Will adopt SoCal' s 
estimate of $6,2;2,000 for this account. The balance or the 
distribution expense differential of' $~60,000 consists of $2$;,000 
in supervision and engineering previous17 discussed and $207,000 in 
Account sao, Other Expenses. We \'/ill adopt the. sts.!f's' estimate 
for this account of $9,$13,000. 

The $·;,07S,.000 differential in customer installations is 
accounted for in Account $79, Customers Installation Expense. 
According to the record, the staff witness annualized 10 months' 
recorded 1977 data in averaging four years' recorded expense. This 
average was increased $ percent· for growth in 197$ and an additional 
7.5 percent for growth in 1979. 

According to the testimony of SoC:a,l' s vice president 
of consumer a£fairs, Patrick R. Shea,.·increased expenses are 
projected ~or Accounts S7S and $19 to meet a number of policy 

. . 

changes made to improve service and carry out So Cal , s responsibilities 
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in the VLBP. In response to cross-examination questions, Mr. Shea 
testified that starting late in 1977 its customer service 
people are to per£or.m an internal inspection of older in-service 
regulators to provide for increased customers' safety, SoCal' s 
l~ak investigation procedures were improved to reduce response 
time, and further improvements are oeing implemented in leak 
investigation procedures to expand the use of leak detector devices. 
The increase in 1979 test year customer serviee a,ctivity required. 
to carry out the increased customer service responsioili ties in the 
VLRP is estimated oy Mr. Shea to be $1,366,000. The staff argues, 
that the adopted test yea:r figures in the last general rate increase 
matter were substantially above the a.etual recorded figures and 

. that SoCal bas a long history of overestimating future expenses .• 
We Will adopt the staft's·estimate o£ Account $79, Customer 
Installations Expense, plus SoCal' s estimate of $1,366,000 for 
increased customer respo:c.sibili ties in the vtRP', or a total of 
$16,092,000. 

-53-
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Customers'Aecounts Expense 
!he pr~~ry diff~renee between SoCal's and the 'Commission 

staff's estimate for this category is in Ac~ount 903, Customer 
R.ecords and Collections, and represents the cost of .postage. The 
staff estimate was lower than SoCal t s by $907,000 representing a 

deletion of SoCal t s estimate of a postage rate' increase from 12¢ 
to 14¢ for bulk mailings. On May 29, 1978 the new postage rate 
increasing bulk mailings from l2¢ to l3¢ went into effect. The 
increase in this aeeount for this postage inerease is approximately 
$470,000 whieh we 'Will add to the s.taff's· estimate for this item. 
Market Serviees 

As diseussed in Seetion V, Conservation, we reduced Socal's ) 
estimate of advertising expense for conserv.ltion, Account No. 913, 
by $2,123,000, and adjus.ted its estimate of demonstration and 
selling expen$e downward $778,000. to eliminate expense for promoting 
improved efficiency appliances. mandated by law and the rentai major 
incentive program excluding the value of the incentives. 
Administrative and General Expense 

The staff estimates of the Administrative and General 
Expenses related to gas requirements, gas supply, and heating 
value will be ado?ted cognizant with our adoption of the s~ff's 
estimates of the previously d.iscussed revenue and production 
expense estimates. 

SoCal's estimate of pensions and benefits expenses for 
~es~ year 1979 exceed's staff's by $5,343,000 and co~ists of 
$3.240,000 pension plan expense, $1,524,000 med.ical plan expense. 
$468,000 savings plan expense, and $lll,OOO difference in 
reflec~ing the effect of wage increase on benefits. 
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The recorded 1977 pension plan expense 'W8.S $16,,890,000. 
SeGal retains the services of an enrolled actuary to determine 
annually SoCal's pension plan expense. According to his compu
tations, a wage increase of' 7.25 percent in 19'77 would result in 
an increased pension expense of 9.44 percent for that year. !t 
is SoCal's position that the costs of a pension plan are deter
mined by reference to the amount of unfunded liability in the 
plan resulting in a roll-up effect'on pension plan costs of a 
g::ea ter percent than the percent wage increase. !n response to 
cross-examination questions, staff witness Goa1win testified ,that 
the roll-up effect of pension plan costs resulting from a per ... 
centage wage increase could be greater or less than the percentage 
wage increase depending, on what the plan earned, in the' prior year 
a.nd noted tba.t because 1976 was a good year, the payments made in 
1977 were actually lower than payments made in 1976 in spite of a 
wage increase. Under these circ'U1nS'Cances, witness Goa1win testi .. 
fied it was logical to use the percentage wage increase in deter
mining the percentage pension plan cost increase. 

Sotal applies its derived 9.44 percent factor to 1977 
recorded data on a compound basis to derive its 1979 estfmated 
expense of $22,178,000. To this figure SoGal added $1,900,000 
for pension ~lan improvements' to be negotiated with the unions 
in 1979 on the basis that, historically, SoCal has·, granted plan 
improvements each time the plan was subject to negotiation., The 
staff applied an estimated 7.25 percent ~ge increase factor to 
the recorded 1977 pension plan costs to derive the 1979· test year 
estimate as $19,42&,000. No a.llowance ws made for pension p1.4n 
improvements consistent with past Commission policy to exclude 
such a.llowances before they are actually negotiated •. 'We will 
adopt the staff's est~te adj~ted to reflect the 7 percent 
wage increase, or $19,337,000. 
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The difference in the s~aff's and SoCal's es~imates or . 
medical plan expense of $1?525,OOO consists, in part, of a 
$337,000 disallowance by the staff for fmprovements in the medical 
plan which had not at that time been negotiated and, in part, from 
the staff's assuming a 15 percent annual increase in premium costs 
as contrasted to Socal's assumption of a 20 percent annual increase 
in premium costs. According to the record, the actual negot:tated 
improved medical plan costs amount to $261,000 for the te.st year 
1975, ~ch,increased by 15 percent, would approximate $300,000 
for the test year 1979. We will add this $300,000 to the staff's 
estimated test year in 1979 medical plan costs of $9,458:,000 and 
adopt the resulting sum of $9,758,000 as reasonable for medical 
plan costs for test year 1979. 

'I'he difference of $468,000 between Soca.l's and the stCl!'f"s 
estimates for savings plan eosts eonsisted of a disallowance of 
re.tirement savings plan improvements to be negotiated with the 
unions in 1979 amounting to $·348,000 and the use of different 
estimating teehni~ues, including those relating to forfeitures. 
It is Soca.1 's position that the staff's methodo·logy reflects an 
accumulation of forfeitures from year ~o year and results in an 
understatement of an expense of '$94,000. A review of the record 
indicates that the staff properly deducted each year's forfeitures 
only in the year which they occurred. We will aclopt the staff's 
estimate adjusted to reflect the 7 percent ~ge increase previously 
discussed. 

Testimony and exhibits on dues and donations were 
presented. on behalf of SoCal by its manager of public affairs 
planning, Eugene I.. O'Rourke, and on behalf of the Commission 
staff by a utilities engineer, James R. Banett. 
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l1r. 0 'Rcurke testified that SoCal contributes a little 
more than $800,000 annually to various health and 'Welfare, civic, 
cultural, .and educational organizations. !hese contributions are 
accounted for in Account 426 .. 1 which is a balance sheet income 
deduction item and not treated as an expense in the ratemaking 
process. However, for purposes of this proceeding, the $836,000 
contribution item has been includec. in administrative a.nd general 
expenses in Account 930 for test year 1979'. SoCal justified this 
action on the basis that it cannot be insensitive to the needs of 
the community it serves nor can it remain aloof from the environment 
of its service area. Mr. O'Rourke further testified that it is 
SoCal's co~ction that it has a definite obl~gation to contribute 
to community organizations and, therefore, such contributions are 
an essential cost of doing business. He notes that the regulatory 
comml.ssio'QS across the nation are increasingly recognizing the 
validity of ~hese expenses and are allowing charitable contributions 
for ratetca1d.ng purposes. He states that the criteria applied by 
these comnissions· in allowing such expenses are that the contribu
tions be reasonable, impartial,. and of general 'benefit. to the 
community and stated that it is his belief that SoCal' s contribu
tions me(~t this criteria. 

Mr. Barrett testifi'ed that he had deleted those contrlbu
'Cions as an allo'W8.ble expense for ratema.kingpurposeson· the 'basis 
that this Commission has consistently disallowed such expenditures 

- . 
for rate fixing purposes as c:onstituting involuntary contributions 
by the ratepayer and noted that such disallowances have been 
upheld by the California Supreoe Court. 

We are not persuaaed that t~e aetions of other regulato~ 
commissions present sufficient reason for us to reverse our previous 
pOSition on this ~atter and will, therefore, adopt the sta!~·s 
recommendation and disallow the $$36,000 charitable contributions 
proposed by SoCal. Furthermore, we re~ain bound by California 
Supreme Cour-: deciSions, absent material changes. in surrounding 
circumstances, to disallow these expenses for ratemakingpurposes. 
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With respec~ to the allowableratemaking expense for 
dues, Mr. :san:et~ testified that the source of disallowed items 
used as a basis for his recommended disallo~nce included lis~ings 
of such items as Admirals Club, Alaska. State Chamber of Commerce, 
and. similar activities totaling $223,552, but· did not include, to 
his knowledge, company memberships in business ... related organiza'" 
tions. Aceo?=,din,g to the record, however, the adoption of the 
staff's recommended disallowances would eliminate a portion of 
American Gas Association ~es and all company memberships in 
other business-related organizations. . Consequently, for the 
purposes of this proceeding, we will aclopt roughly one-half of 
the staff's disallowance for dues in Account 930, or $92,000. 

The 'staff recommends an adjustment of $582,000 for test 
year 1979 in Account 923, Outside Se%vices Employed, for the costs 
for legal service rendered SoCal by n.q. According to the testi
mony of one of the Conxmission 's financial examiners, Fred K. 

Hendricks, an examination of the transactions between P'LC and 
SoCal disclosed that during the year 1976 pte rendered legal 
services to Socal pertaining to pension' plan and life insurance 
payments, financial planning, preparation of income tax returns, 
gas supply financing, and legal ·services. The staff takes excep
tion to $303,9S8cb.a.rged to Soca.l as a legal eoq>ense on the basis 
that it more probably should have been either capitalized or 
deferred by SoCal for future accounting periods. The composition 
of the $303,988 exception, based 'l.tpon results of the staff's 
four-month review, is as·follows: 

Classified I1:ems 

New Sources of Gas Supply 
GEnA 
Additional Storage Facilities 
long-term 'Equipment teasing 
Issuance of Series ''1<'' Bonds 
So·lar Energy· ·!>roduct 

Total 

-5S-

Amount of Adjustment 

. $186,649' 
27 ;359~ 
20,671 
21,887 
33·,135-
14,28.7 

$303988 . , . 
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The $303,~88 repre~ents 27.1 percent of the total legal 
expense charged to Soca.l by PI..C during 197~. Mr. Bar.r:ett translated 
~his 27.1 percent ratio to the test year 1979 est~ated legal expenses 
of $2,1~9,OOO ~o derive the proposed $5S2,000 staff adjustment to 
Account 582. According to the record, the legal expenses relating to 
procuring new' sources of gas supply were not deferrable because they 
involved either a preliminary good fa~th investigation of the viability 
of a potential project or a proj.ect that eventually failed; the expenses 
relating t.o GEDA projects were spent in connection with CoI:lmission 1nves-·· 
t.igations; the .. long-:tex:m ~quipment leasing inquiries. were abandoned 
when difficulties were encountered with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission; the in-house legal expenses associated· ,with the issuance . 
of Series "K" bonds have never been charged to a securities issue 
and it would not be proper to do so at this ttme; and the legal 
expenses associated with the solar energy proJect relate to the 
"Sunflower" project which was denied by this Commission in D.88224 
dated December 13~ 1977. Under these circumstances, it would 

appear that the staff's recommended disallowance of $582,000 for 
Account 582 expense is unreasonable and will not be adopted. 
Taxes 

Subsequent· to the preparation of Socal' s exhibit, the 
Congress raised both the Federal Insurance Contribution Act . (FICA) 

tax 'rate and the taxable wage base effective January 1, 19·79. 
Staff estimates of payroll tax ·were based on' the revised figures . 
and will be adopted for this proceeding. 

Both the Commission and SoC41 used the assessed value 
of plant determine<! by the State Board' of Equalization (Board) 
as of March 1, 1977 of $253,399,000 for Socal and $63,455,000 
for PlS as a starting point for the determination of.the assessed 
value for ad valorem tax purpo~es. SoCal raised these figures 
10 percent to obtain 1978 test year assessed valuation·and.a.nother 
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10 percent to obtain the 1979 estimated assessed value. !he staff 
obtained the 1978 test year assessed value, estimates by adding 
25 percent of :reco~ded 1977 plant additions to the March l, 1977 
figures, and the 1979 test year figure by adding 25percene of 

plant additions of $82,409,000 for SoCal and $20,712,000 for PLS 
to the 1975test year totals. 

SoCal 's seaeeary and treasurer, Harold E. Goodenow,. 
testified that prior to 1976 t~ere was reasotJable correlation 
between the increased investment in properties owned by California 
energy utilities and the increase in the Board's valuation of such 
properties, but that in 1976 and 1977 the assessed values 4S deter
mined by the Board were much greater than was warranted by the 

increased investment in properties.. He stated that for the year 
ended December 31, 1975 SoCal' s net utility plant increased by about 
3 percent while the Board increased So Cal's 1976 assessment by more 
than 9 percent. Similarly, in 1976 the net utility plant increased 
about 9 percent and the assessment 'Was increased by 32 percent. 
He further testified that he-considered the projected 10 percent 
increase in assessed value for test year 1979 to· be most 
conservative. 

In its brief the staff argues that the 10 percent 
increase utilized by SoCal is inappropriate beea~e on May 24, 1978 
the Board .a.1'lllounced it increased the market value of the State's 
14 largest utilities and railroads an average 7.2 percent and the 
market value increase for PLU was reported to be approximately 
2 percent. 

The staff also noted for the test yea.r19.79 SoC41·. 
utilized the tax rate of $12.09 for SoCal.a.nd $11.31 for PI.S as 
contrasted to the staff's utilization of a tax rate of $11.60 
for Socal a.nd $10.8-1 for PLS. 
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Ihe record in this proceeding was not developed on the issue 
~ of Article XIII-A of the CaliforniA Constitution as it relates to ad 

valorem taxes. Our Decision No. 89208 did, however~ provide for a 
reduction of $19,957,000 for Article XIII-A encorn:polssing the 16-month 
period, Sel'tembcr 1, 1978 through December 31) 1979. Present rates, 
therefore, currently reflect the reduced ad valorem taxes. Decision 
No. 89208 also establishes a Tax Initiative Account to track the 
actual savings Ilssociated with Article XIII-A. 

In order t~ reflect Article XIII-A in the rates to be 
establiShed herein, we will take off~ial notice of SoCal's fil1ng in 
CII 19, which shows that for the fiscal year 1978-79 the assessed 
valuation af'ter Article XIII .. A relating to operating expenses will be 
$316,097,000 and for the fiscal year 1979-80, $360,053,000. Using. 
the 3ssumed tax rate contained in SoCal' sOIl 19' filing of 1/z: percent 
of market value (or 5 percent of assessed value), we developed ad 
valorem taxes for the two fisc.ll years' o,f $15,805,000 and $18~003, 000, 
resp.ectively. For the purpose of this proceeding, we w'ill adopt the 
sum of $16·,904,000 as being representative of pos.t Article XIII-A ad V 
valorem taxes for the test year 1979. Should the taxes when they 
becooe known vary from this amount the Tax Initiative B.l1ancing Account 
will correct any discrepancy, thus· protecting both utili:y and public. 

SoCal argues that beCAuse of IRS Revenue R.uling 75-557, which 
shows the contributions for connection fees paid to water and sewer 
cotlpanies for connecting their service to a dwelling as taxable income 
for the water and sewer utilities, it is reasonable to believe th3t IRS 
will also consider contributions in aid of construction to be taxable 
in.come. 

HR 13511, the recently enacceQ R.evenue Act of 1978, clarifies 
this problem by conforming the treatment of contributions of elec.tric, 
gas, and steam utilities to' th:l.t ~ccorded water and sewer utilities. 
Such a procedure would treat contributions in aid of construction for 
distribution facilities as contributions to capital not subject to income 
c~x. Consequently, no provisions. for income tax on such contributions 
need be made in this proceeding. 

'l'he Revenue Act of 1978 reduced the corporate 'tax rate from 
48 to 46 percentp The 1979 test year income tax cOMputations reflect 
this reduction in federal income taxes, as does the net to gross 
multiplierp 
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pepreciation Expense 
'!he staff's estimate of depreciation expense is 

$13,319,000 less than SoCal's estimated depreciation expense. 
The difference consists of $4,428,000 related to SoCal's utiliza
tion of the modified UOP on transmission facility, $S70,000 for 
a five-year amortization of net investment in facilities serving 
Priority 4 and 5- customers" $6,921,000 reflecting an average 
service life for plant in Account 380, Distribution Services, 
of 28 years as· proposed by SoCal and 33 y~rs as proposed by the 
Commission staff, and $1,100,000 difference due to the staff's 
lower estimate of plant balances based on later data. 

In D.88835 dated May 16, 1978 in C.10261, our 
investigation into a.."'l Sk'!,. we noted "SCG proposes to 
revise its current method of deprec:1.ation to apply a UOP -
method to its transmission facilities ane to apply a five-year 
life for that portion of distribution plant that may be directly 
assignable to large customers." (Mimeo. page 12.) Md further, 
"should natural gas utilities be. allowed to change their method 
of 'book depreciation, and periodically increase the revenue 
requirement and rates to consumers outside of a general rate 
proceeding-all because or a change in a long-term forecast of' 
present connected supplies? '!he UOP depreciation method has not 
been shown to be reasonable and will not be adopted. The eur.rent 
Commission prescribed StRL rates are based upon a theoretically 
and procedurally sound basis. These estimates consider all 
depreciation elements, including e:lChaustion of natural, resources. 
!he SlRL depreciation method is reasonable and will continue to 
be the requirement." (Mimeo. page 13.) Consistent with this 
deCiSion, we will disallow SoCal's proposed depreciation expense 
increase of $4,428,000 for UO? on transmission facilities and 
$870,000 on five-year amortization on Priority 4 and S facilities. 
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SoCal proposes to reduce the average servic,e lite ot 
Account 3$0, Services, trom the current life of 30 yea:s (5 3 curve) 
to 2$ years (5 5 curve). SoCal's manager of accounting, Roy F. 
Brunken, testified that this Change in service li£e was based on 
a Simulated plant balance study by Stone & Webster.Management 
Consultants and reflected physical plant experience going back 
to 1913. One of the staff's associate utilities engineers? Sung B. 
Ha."l, testified tha~ he had reviewed -chese simula-ced plant balance 
s-cudies for band lengths of 5, 10, 15, and 20 years. He stated, 
that to come up with a reliable forecast, you need roughly about 
half of the average service life years of band length, which for 
Account 3S0, Services, would be 15 to 20 years. On this basis, 
he chose the 20-year band length study as providing the most 
reli~ble result and adopted a 33-year service life based on -che 
R 2.5 curve. In response to cross-examination questions, !~. 
Han admitted that he was the witness on depreciation expense in 
SoCal 's las't general rate cas,e and that based on his recommenda
tion, the CommiSSion reduced the average service life for this 
account from )) -co 30 years. He further tes-cified -Chat because 
of the proposed change to accruing removal cos-cs in -che deprecia
tion reserve rather than expensing these costs, 'the Commission 
should be more eonservative in estimating serviee life. From the 
record it would appear that SoCal's pOSition is reasonable and 
we will adopt a 2$-year average service life for Account 3$0, 
Services. We will also adopt the staff's basic depreciation 
expense estimate (Sl,lOO,OOO less than SoCal's estimate) because 
it is based on updated plant and depreciation reserves that reflect 
recorded balances. 
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. . 
~eigh~ed Average Ra~e Base 

'!he staff-sponsored alternate exhibit dated 'May 10, 1978 
shows a 1979 test year weighted average rate base of $296,049,000 
a.s es~imated by the staff a.nd $313,020,000 as estimated by SoCa1 
for PIS, and for Socal, $1,077,938,000, as estimated by the sa.ff, 
and $1,074,378,000 as est.ima.ted by $oCal. '!he staff estimates of 
gas plant in service are 'based on later data, namely, beginning 
of year 1978 recorded plant in service and August 31, 1977 construc
tion budget estimates, and will be adopted for purposes of this 
proceeding. 'l'he staff's working cash computations used. an 
8.8 percent rate of return authorl:zed in SoCal r s last rate case 
in accordance with nomal practice and will be adopted. '!he 
staff's computed depreciation reserve reflects a 33-year life 
for Account 380, Services. We 'Will change this amount from 
$S69,70S,000 to $57),166,000 to reflect our adoption of the 
previously discussed 2S-year service life for Account 380, Services. 
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The following eabulaeion summarizes ehe previously 
discussed ado~eed resules of operation for the tese year 1979 
for SoCal and PtS: 

SUMMARY OF EARNINGS 

Year 1979 at Present Rates!/ 

Item .. P!:S. .. S~aI .. 

o~ratin~ Revenue;h/ 
(Dollars in ~hous.ands) 

as Sa es $ $1~13S~351' 
Other 

Total Oper~ting Revenues 271,33·7 

O~!ating EXEenses 
Produc1::z.on 225,680 
Storage 
Trans:nission 
Distribution 
Customers Account 
Market Services. 
Administrative and General 196 

Subtoea1 225·,876 

Depreci.l.tion· 8·" 138-
Taxes Other Than Income 2,901 
State Corp_ Franchise Tax 1, 72'S 
Federal Income Tax 6z 64.2 

Toeal O?eraeing Expenses 2J.5t 285 

Nee Operating Revenues 26,052 

Rate Base 296·,049 

Rate of Reeurn 8.801. 

(R.ed Figure) 

Jj R.ates placed into effect in July.1977, 
excluding GEDA adjustments and the 
partial general increase authorized oy 
D.S9208 d.ated August 8, 197$. 
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VII. RATE DESIGN 

General 
Testimony and exhibi~s on rate design were presented on 

behalf of SoCal by its rate design manager, John H. Belson, on 
behalf of the Commission staff by one of its supervising. utilities 
engineers, Robert C. Durkin; on behalf of Edison by its manager of 
regulatory C081:S, E. R.. Sample, and a consul1:ing engineer, R.. 'P. 
o 'Brien; on behalf of Tehachapi by a consulting engineer, Donald R. 

Howard, and by its general manager, Robert J. Jasper; on behalf of 
SDG&E by its gas regulatory supervisor, Henry P. Morse, Jr.; on 
behalf of I.B by its superintendent of gas procurement and regula
tory affairs, Vernon E. Cullum, and a consulting engineer, Robert 1'. 

Kyle; and on behalf of CMA by its director of energy and er.rviron
mental q'lJ&lity, Robert E. Burt. In addition, at the request of 
~, Socal presented five exhibits setting forth the results of 
cost allocation studies by various methods for test years 1978 
and 1979 at SoCal' s estimated gas supply conditions, and one 
exhibit for test year 1979 set~ing forth the results of cost allo
cation studies based on the staff's supply estimate stipulated to 
by $oCal. l1lese exhibits were proffered by M. J. Douglas. who was 
provided by Soc..'\.l to verify the accura.cy of the figures and compu

tations set forth in the study and to answer clarification 
questions. 

As might be deduced from the number of witnesses appear
ing to testify on rate deSign, the Apportionment of Arry authorized 
increase to the various cus'Comer groups and an appropriate design 

for the various rates within the respective customer groups were 
among the most controversial issues raised in this proceed1~. 
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Position of SoCal 
SoC&l's proposed rates reflect ~estructuring to coincide 

with end-use priorities established by D.8S189 dated December 2, 
1975 and D.863S7 dated September 1, 1976 in"C.958l, C.9642, and 
c. 9884, our investigation into the supply requirements of electric 
utilities, in'Co natural gas supply and requirements, and. into the 
establishment of priorities among the types of categories of 
customers, and were designed to provide additional revenues of 
approximately $259,513,000 for test year 1978-, and $334,117,000 
for test year 1979. Under Socal' s proposal those eus.tomers who 
presently receive service on a multiple of priorities will have 
the option of repiping their facilities or entering into contracts 
providing for the allocation of gas eons~ption to prionties based 
on their connected load and curtailment experience duriDg'the 
billing period. 

According to the record, the point of departure in the design 
of the proposed rates was application of a system average increase to all 
classes of service. Consideration was given to certain constraints 
resulting from the lifeline bill, the value of service for 
Priority 2 customers as established by the eost of No. 2 fuel oil, 
the absolute necessity of increasing lifeline rates, the s~ilarity 
of" usage characteristics of the small Priority 1 customers and the 
residential customers, and the necessity of maintaining' the low 
priority customers on the system if SoCal is to be successful in 

..... _." ..... _ ... ~ .• ~ •• H.-_ 

its supply acquisition projects. 
The proposed. customer charge for the residential customers 

was set at $4 per month for 1978 and $4.50 per month for 1979- to 
more nearly approximate the $5 per month customer cost inclicated 
by So Cal's studies at the t~e of the filing of the application. 
It was noted that more recent studies indicate that sueheosts 
are now in excess of $7 per month per customer. 
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The Priori~y 2 cus~omers to receiv~ service under 
pro?Osed Schedule GN-2 are large, high priority~ nonresidential 
customers having no reasonable alternative ~uel capability. 
According to SoCal the only viable alternative energy source 
for such customers ~ould be relatively more expensive electric 
service. ConsequentlY, the commodity rate for this group of 
cus:omers ~as set at the same level as the high cost tail biock 
for residential customers. 

'The cost of No. 2 fuel oil 'Which, according to the 
~ecord, is in the neighborhood of $2.41 per million Bturs for 
the very large customers and $2.74 per million Btu's for th.e 
large cus'tomers 't4aS considered 8.$ the upper limit for Priority 3 
and 4 customers resulting in an average proposed increase of 
52.1 percent in 1979 for Priority 3 customers and since there 
are no anticipated Priority 4 sales for test year 1979, the 
average increase for Priority 4 customers could not be computed. 

Steam electric generating plant commodity rates, i.e., 
Priority 5 customer, were established at the same level as the 
Priority 3 and 4 rates although it is anticipated the only 
deliveries to these steam electric generating planes will be gas 
for flame stabilizaeion and igni~er fuel, a Prio~ty 2 use. 

SoCal proposes that the \.'hol~SAle gas rates be. ineres.scd by 
the system average incr~se in conformance ~th past Commission 
p't'ac~ice. 

SoCal's ?~oposed ~esidential rate consists of three 
tiers as contrasted to the, p~esently effective five-tier rate. 
Under cross-examination Mr. Belson testified that he could see 
no justification for the relatively mo~e costly five-tier rate; 
that most customers are no~ knowledg~b1e with respect to rate 
structure and, therefore. base their decisions on whether to 
conserve gas on the amount of the tot~l bill ~athcr than the 
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rate structure; and. that the proposed high blocks for heavy usage 
would tend to discouroge excessive use. I~ the design of its 
proposed rates, SoCal gave consideration to the establishment of 
solar ra~e incen~ives and 1:ime-of-day pricing. The former was 
rejected because of Socal' s position that solar heating devices 
should be promoted but not through a discriminatory subsidy brought 
abou'C by special reduced rates; the latter on the basis that time
of-day rates have no practical appl~cation for a natural gas utility 
service since i1: is not feasible to reduce gas pressure, and fluctu
ations in demand are compensated for by cU%'tailment and use of 
underground storage reservoirs. 
Posi'Cion of the Commission Staff 

'!'he staff based its rate design on SoCa1' s est1mated 
revenue increase of $259.5 million for test yea.r 1978 with the 
understanding that the rates could be proportionately adjusted 
up~rd or downward from that figure in accordance with the 
authorized revenue increase. 

The staff proposed a 12.9 percent increase to the resi
dential rates, a 43.0 percent increase to total nonresidential 
rates (commercial and industrial), and a 14.6 p~cent increase to 
wholesale rates. 

With respect to the residential rates the staff proposes 
a continuation of the presently struetured five-tier rate design 
which was established by D.87587 dated July 12, 1977 on SoCa1 f S 

A.57196 for a purchased gas adjustment increase. Essentially, 
the proposed rates provide a decrease in the service charge for 
residential service from $3.10 a month to' $1.20 a month to 
parallel sfmilar rates for Paeifi~ Gas & Elec~ric Company (FGOE) , 
a 29.2 percent inc~ease in the lifeline commodity rates, and an 
overall increase in the commodity rate for residential service of 
34.3 percent. It was anticipated that the proposed fifth-tier 
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(over 300 therms) rate of 26 cents per t~erm would discourage 
wasteful usage and, therefore, encourage ~onse'.r'\7aeion. However, 
during the hearing it was ascer-~ined that only 1.19' percent of 
SoCal '5 customers use in excess of 300 thexms and it 'WOuld, there
fore, appear that this would be an ineffective design from a con
servation viewpoint. In spite of this result, however, the staff 
recommends the retention of the five-tier rate. 

For nonresidential rates, the staff proposes a commodity 
rate of 2S cents per them. for Priority 1 customers, 26 cents per 
thenl for Priority 2 customers, and 27 cents per therm for 
Priority 3, 4, and 5 customers. 

According to the staff testtmony, the additional costs 
associated with the storage, transfer, and pretreating of the 
alternate fuel, together with the related additional labor costs, 
should be added to the cost of alternate fuels in order to make 
a valid comparison with the cost of natural gas. According to· 
the staff's interpretation of the results of questionnaires sent 
to 1,004 SoCal and SDG&E customers, the cost of alternate fuels 
thus computed· could range from 30.9 cents per them for the- large 
volume, high sulfur fuel oil consum.er to 37 cents per therm for 
the small vOl'ume, distillate fuel user fully justifying the level 
of the staff's proposed rates. 

The presently effective wholesale ra:e tariffs for IJ). 

and .SDG&E contain both demand and commodity charges. According 
to the staff testimony, the demand charge served a purpose when 
gas was plentiful and the supplier was obligated to serve all 
that was demanded, a situation which no longer exists. The staff, 
therefore, proposes that two commodity charges be established for 
SoCal's wholesale customers, one for lifeline volumes and one for 
nonlifeline volumes. According to the recO'rd, the lifeline, 
volumes for SDC&E represent approximately 44.22 pereent of . 
SDC&E's sales and the lifeline sales to LB represent approximately 
one-third of the sales. 
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In addition to· the above-discussed proposed rates, the 
staff witness presented an array of rate designs based on various 
assumptions for the consideration of the Commission. The assump

tions 'used for residential rates vs:r:y from a zero eus'tomer charge 
up to a customer cost-based a.mo\tO.t of $7 a month and a cha-nge in 
the blocking of the schedules to multiples of lifeline bloe1d:ng 
as presently e:rlsts in the PG&'E residential rates. Some var.f.a
tions to the proposed wnolesale rates were also set forth in the 

staff' $ exhibit. 
Position of Edison 

Mr. Sample presented the resul'ts of recent and past cost 
allocation srudies prepared by SoCal for the consideration of 
this CommiSSion to demonstrate the effect on Priority 5 gas 
deliveries to the GN-5 customers and to emphasize the problem· 

which would result if almost all the GN ... 5 customers' allocated 
costs were to be collected through ehe commodity portion of the 

, 
rate. 

According to Edison, SoCal' s proposed GN-S Tate schedule 
for steam electric generating plants is analogous to charging "wha,t 
the traffic will bear" and if authorized, will pemit the subsidiz
ing of other cus'tomer' classes by the steam electric generating 
plant customers and will not serve to achie'V'e the conservation of 
gas as contemplated in D.87587 as justifies.tion for the establish
ment of the GN-S rate. Edison notes that the smallest cost differ
ential between the residential customer class and the steam electric 
generating plants is 76.6 cents ?er Mef for the test year 1979' and, 
therefore, there is no cost allocation basis for proposing'rates 
to firm. customers below the rates to the GN-S customers. 

Mr. 0 'Brien presented testimony to show how the fluctu
ating nat'\:re of SoCs.l' s gas supplies, eausecl by climatic variations 
a.nd uncertainties in its own source of gas supply, creates serious 
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operational problems for ~he gas users with s1gnif1csnt ,economic 
consequences which, according to his testimony, should be taken 
into considera.tion in selecting an appropriate rate design. He 
noted that the equivalent of 7.9 million barrels of fuel oil in 

1976 and 11.4 million barrels of fuel oil in 1977 were unexpectedly 
del~vered to Edison necessitating' the deferr.al and storage of 
unused oil previously committed for with the ~ttendaut cost burdens. 
According to this witness' testimony, it is inappropriate or inequi
table that cost burdens arising from the undesirable volati1i~y of 
its gas supplies should be shifted to steam electric generating 
plant agencies and their electric customers and thereby allow the 
high priority gas customers to receive the incurred benefits 
therefrom. In Mr. O'Brien's opinion, sueh a result appears to, be 
the objective of the rate schedules proposed by SoCal. Mr. O'Brien 
further testified that high prices for st~ eleetric generating 
plant gas could discourage burning the surplus gas and instead 
encourage burning fuel oil thus bringing conservation o1>j ectives 
into direct conflict with air pollution control objectives. 

To mitigate these diffiCulties Mr. 0 'Brien suggested 
three alternatives: (1) if unexpected supplies become a.vailable 
in 1979, SoCal and Edison negotiate a special contract; (2) a 
filed' tariff be devised that provides for sharing the estimated 
savings between the parties in proportion to each party's contribu
tion; or (3) a filed tariff for d'l.m1l> gas at a commodity rate not ................. -, ....... -.. ... "" , 

to exceed 125 cents per milliou Btu's. 
Position of Tehachapi 

Testimony and exhibits were presented on behalf of 
Tehachapi by a consUlting engineer, D. R. Howard, a.nd by its 
general manager, Robert J. Jasper. 
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Mr .. Ho'W~rd noted t~t wo.ter purveyors' m.:1ximum dcm:tnd·s 

occur .:It.:l time when the g-'lS comp.:lny is experiencing relatively 

lo.w gas de;ror.d requirements :J.nd th.:lt they are conserving g.:l!': to . 
the 'r."..:lxiQUtc. eXtent: possibl¢. ~urthcrmore, a.ccording to. his 

testi:r.ony, the :service they perfo,:"m i's .:tbso1utcly nccess:r.::y for 

~he c'Xi5t:ence .:1.nd well-being of :111 th.eir consumers and the 10c.:11 
economy. Under thc~c: circumsto';l.nccs, this witness be,lievesch.lc 

:hc first bloc1< of SoC:ll':s proposed GN .. 1 schedule would be 

.:lppropri:lt:c for W:l.tcr purveyors if SoCnl's proposed r.:ttcs are 

;ldopted or, altct'Mtivcly, the middle ticr of the domestic ra.tes,. 
shoulc the staff r S P'roposa:l b,c a.doptcd. 

.' . 

Mr. J.:lspcr prcsen'tcd tc,stimony indicating ch.at the 

nOl::ur.:l SolS cost pcr .:lcrc .. foot: of wo.ter 110s incre",sed from $33.52 

on J~n~:,y 1, 1974 to. $101. 96 on July 17, 1977.. H¢ fUl."the'r testi
fied tMt if wa.ter purveyol"s continue to receive disproportion.a.tc 
incrc.2ses, the .lgricult:ur.a.l economy within the distl"i<:t will be 

destroyed with the nttcu<unt effect on epen space co'l\lsed by sub

division.s rcp-la.cing farms a.nd the .o.dversc effect on the tot."ll 

ccono~y of the nrc:/.. 
TCh.3Ch.a.pi filc\J .H.namicus curi.ac brici i1."I. <.:.aliio·rnia 

M:1.n\.lt:tct\lre,rS A.~;sn. (It: ~l. v Commi~sion, So-F .. 237"20, where it i~ 

.:ll.lcr.cd th:.lt: .0.875,(;7 ·rc~tr\,lct\,lreci. r.3.tcs wi:::h.out: cue process 

0:- aciv.:!ncc :-.otiec .1:10 v.'i t.hou t required co::-:pliance .... .ri th CEQA. On 

, 

\ 
\ 

:~~a::-ch 30 1 1978 the Cou:'t. granted the petition fer .:l 'lIrit of revi·c·", ~nci I 
, I 

the :tI:1.::t:er W.:lS .:i.r~ucci on Dcccmb~r 6, 1978. Tch.lch~i?-i .nlso, .:lrgues th.o.t I 
W.:lt.cr purveyers, both public .:\.nd private like Tehachapi (uzinZ 

~.n.rge ~uo.nt.i t.ics o! gas), should be zr;lnt.cd .3. 10'"er ::".:It'! th."n 

ot.her lars;e comm~reio.l a.nd inaust:-ial us~rz. 
Positio~ of SDG&E 

SDC&E's g.:as l."cg\11~tory supcrvi~or, H. P. Y.orse, Jr., 

presc,ntcd testimony indic~~ing the existence of .:l. substa.'nti31 

r::l.tC' dif~crenti.ll between the r~tc::; of S,DC&E's And Socal's 

l"ct~il customers and proposing a simplified cost allocatien 
m~thoo. which, if used, will help reduce this differcntiAll to 

a more equitable level. 
'-'''J -0-
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Mr. Morse 1:es1:if1ed that the presently existing dis- . 
parity be1:Ween SDG&E's and SoCal' s retail ,ra1:es was crea1:e<i by 
the application of the system average illCrease 7 including the 
cost of gas, to the wholesale rate and c11:ed a hypothetical 
example showing how such· So procedure allocated. a far greater 
?ereenea.ge increase to the wholesale ra1:e non-gas cost than to 
the retail :ate non-gas cost. He presented for the consideration 
of the Commission a simplified cost allocation method wherein 
i~dividual expense items were allocated beeween wholesale and 
retail customers on the 'basis of their relative use on average
year temperature conditions. SDC&E also indicated its desire 
1:0 have all costs., other tbau production and franChise, combined 
and billed as the capacity cost of the rate, and the production 
costs billed as 1:he commodity cost of the rate. 
Position of LB 

LB 's gas procurement and regula. tory affairs superin
tenden:c, Vernon E. Cullum, presen1:ed testimony indica1:ing.U's 
gas department has lifeline rate schedules paralleling those of 
regulated utilities, Clfmate Zone 1 lifeline rates 7. as well as 
senior citizens' discounts and, therefore, U's posi1:ion relative 
to lifeline allowances in the wholesale rate ~s 1:hesame as 
SDG&E's. He noted that cos't alloea.tion s't'Udies indicate 'that I.B 
is presently providing a.n 18 percent rate of return on the facili
ties installed for its use a.nd that: this situation will be greatly 
aggra.v~ted if SoCal' s proposed ra'tes a.re adopted. 

Consultant Robert 'r. Kyle testified that he reviewed 
SDG&E's proposed me'thodologyfor the development of rates to 
wholesale customers and concludes that it is an excellent basis 
for deter.=iuing appropria.te rate levels for LE. 
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He further.testified that in his opinion a single rate 
should be developed for both SDG&:E and LB ~ased on the results of,' 
a study using the rate methodology proposed by SDG&E. 

Re stated that SoCal buys natural gas from PIS on a cos':
of-service rate schedule approved and regulated by this Commissio~; 
that PC&E purchases tlatU%3.1 gas from Pacific Gas Transmission . , 

, I 

Company on a similar type arrangement; and that SoCal and Pacific i 

purchase natural ga.s from El Paso Natural Gas Company (E1 Paso) on 
, 

a cost-of-service rate schedule. Uncler these Circumstances, he 

believes it: is only logical that the wholesale customers of SoCal: 
be provided service on a cost-of-service rate and that the method~ 
ology espoused by SDG&E would be an appropriate basis for the \. 
design of such rates. 
Position of CMA 

. CMA' s director of energy and envi.romnental quality, 
Robert E. Burt, presented testimony and exhibits regarding the 
appropriate method of spreading SoCa.l' s natural gas revenue 
requirement to its various customer classes. 

He testified that SoCal' s system. average rate has 
increased roughly 53 percent since Jarruary 1, 1976 as compared to 

the increase of approximately 127 percent for large industrlal use. 
He stated that the charts contained in his exhibit depicting the 
relationship of industrial and commercial rates to- residential 
rates for 19 neighboring, s:mlbelt, and industrial states shows 
that only in califortlia are' the commercial and industr1al rates 
higher than the average rate for a typical residential customer. 

Mr. Burt sponsored several prinCiples of rate -design: 
as follows: 

(a) Gas rates and .resulting class revenues 
should reflect the costs incurred by 
the utility to provide this service. 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

The discrbination between customers 
requires some objective standard for 
its mes.sUX'emene. . 

Rate structures .and rates should be 
suble and predictable. 

Artific1al gas pricing should not be 
used as a means of allocating gas 
supplies. 

Cost-of-service <!ata, which, according to Mr. Burt, is 
essential to both revenue level and rate spread deeerad:nations, 
was submit:ted at CMA' s request by SoC&l using three methods, 
i.e., the ba.se supply and load equation; the coincident extreme 
peak-day; and the amtUal average-day methods. The difference in 
the methods relates to the allocation of the demand-relaeed costs 
(less than 25 percent of the total costs) to the various customer 
groups and reflects theweighe given eo the relative difference 
in the demand rights of the fim. and interruptible customers. 
According to the eestimony, Mr. :surt used ~e annual average-day 
cost allocation method in'order not to obscure ehe importance of 
recognizing costs as a basic element in rate design. This method 
allocates a. greater portion of the costs to the inter.rupeible 
customer class and a lesser portion of the costs to' the residential 
class than either of the other two methods. According to the 
testimony even this method shows that at SoCal ts proposed rates, 
the residential customer would receive gas at a rate of more than 
43.5 cents per Mcf below the full cost to· sex:ve Mm. This under ... 
collection wuld be compensated for by the col.lect:f.on of 52'~5 cents 
per Mef above fully a.llocatecl costs by the GN-l through GN-4 
customers and substantial contributions ab<?ve fully allocated costs 
by the GN-S a.nd 'Wholesale customers.. Mr. Burt notes that according 
to this study an increase of $292 million (5l.2 percent) would be 
required to raise the residential group.' s :rate :of return to the 
10.2 percen~ requestecl in SoCal's application. 
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CMA a.rgues that this Commi~sion exists to insure that 
consumers are not inju:ed by a monopoly market power which 
efficiency dic~tes should be given to certain utilities a.nd 
ehat for the Commission to provide protection to some customer 
groups while neglecting others violates this mandate. According 
to CMA, for this Commission to fulfill its obligations, it must 
develop and utilize obj ective standards by which various rates 
can be meastl%'ed to determine whether or not they are just and 
reasonable. Q!A argues that this Commission has traditionally 
used cost-based regulations as a basis for such eva.luation and 
that it eaImCt design just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory 
rates without such cost-of-serviee information. CMA further 
argues tbat '\mder any cost allocation method the· present rates 
are unlawfully discriminatory. According to CMA., to eliminate 
this discrimination it is necessary f~~ this Commission to 
establish lifeline rates that will provide at least a zero rate 
of return level. 

Also·, accordillg to this. witness' testimony, the present 
rates are not conservation-oriented because: (1) the artificially 
low residential rates do not provide the proper conservation 
signals; (2) the high priority nonresidential rates are priced 
above the punitive blocks of the residential rates irrespective 
of whether or not the gas is efficiently utilized; (3) the proposed 
Prio~ty 3 and 4 :rates are priced above the cost of alterna~e fuels 
and thereby encourage the transfer of these customers from gas· to . 
other types of fuel; and (4) the transfer of these customers to 
alter.oate fuels will make· gas available to steam electric gener
ating plant C'UStomers who, because of ·the high price or long-term 
fuel. contract commitments, might not accept the gas and this 
further increases SoCal's revenue instability. 
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Mr.. :Burt recommended specific rates for the va%ious 
customer groups as transitional rates from: the presenely ed.sting 

ra.tes to fully compensatory rates at some fueure tim.e. According 
to his testimony, such transitional rates are being proposed 
because of the extremely large increases required to transfer to 
fully compensatory rates at this ttme. 

For resideneial service, Mr. Burt proposes a $4 a month 
customer charge; a lifeline commodity charge of 18:.411 cents p'et' 
the-.rm; a commodity charge of 22'.023 cents per eher.rn for nonlife
line uses of 0-300 therms a month (present tiers 2-4); and a. 
commodity charge' of 30 cents per the'l!'m for uses over 300 thentS 
a month. For proposed Schedules GN-l through GN-4, Mr. Burt 

proposes a customer charge of $ 7 • 36 a month 4ud a commodity charge 
of 19.246 cents per them; for GN-S he proposes a monthly customer 
charge of $21,861 and a commodity charge, of 16.743 cents per the%'m; 

for LB a commod.ity charge of 14.677 cents per the-.rm; and for SDC&E' 
a cO'lIlmO(1ity charge of '14.83 cents per them. It is estimated that 
these rates would provide a uet for return and. income taxes of 
11.2 percent for the residential class, 30.3 percent for GN-1 
through GN-4 customer class, 26 .. 7 percent for GN-5, customer class" 
16.5 percent for U, 16.3 percent for SDGSrE, and 16.9 percent for 
the overall system. Suc:h rates would increase the rates for the 
residential class 41.4 percent, for Schedules GN-l through GN-4, 
8.4 percent, for· Sched.ule GN-5, 14.1 percent, for U,O percent, 
for SDG&E, 6.8 percene'~" arid'~for' the overall system, 25.1 percent. 

Mr. :Burt' further recommends that if the Commission 
authorizes substantially less of an increase than reCiUested by. 

SoCa1, such an increase be applied exclusively to the residential 
class of service. 
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CMA. further argues that the Commissio:n staff misused 
the results of surve:y <lata undertaken for use in C,.10342 'relating 

to the Priority ZA, 3, and. 4 customers' ability to use alternate 
fuels. According to CMA., the ,customers who would have to install 
additional equipment to burn an alternate fuel exelusively are 
likely to be among smaller customers in the group and that the 
large custome-rs already have the nec:essa:r:y storage, etc., for 
such operations. Under these eireamstatllCes, according to CMA 

the assigmnent of additional costs to these la-rge customers to' 
derive a cost of alternate fuel of 30.9 eents per them. for a 
large ... volum.e customer ~o can, use 1 percent sulfur fuel and as 
much as 37 cents per therm for the small-voltmle customer using 

distillate fuel is erroneous. 
Position of GM 

GM states that the bulk of its natural gas requirements 
from SoCal consists of Priority 2 process gas anclthat as an inter

ested party it has l~ted' its participation in this proceeding 
essentially to the issue of rate design. 

GM notes that this Commission bas expressed its growing 
concern about the effects of its cunent rate design philosophy 
as indicated by D.88664 dated April 4, 1978 in C.9581, et al, 
wherein we stated: ''When there is sufficient gas to serve low 
priority users 'Without jeopardizing higher priorities, it is not 
necessarily in th.e best interests of all customers to have a low 
priority ra1:e higher 1:han that of the alternate fuels causing 
those customers who have 1:he capability to convert to do so." 
(Mimeo. page 2.) In'D .. 88835 dated May 16, 1978 in C.10261, our 
investigation into SAM, we stated: ''We recently l:e:eognized that 
our abandonment of the traditional declining bloek structure 
could, in combination with unusual market conditions for alter
nate fuels, impair utility revenues to such a degree that some 
form of increase to noninterrup1:ible customers would be requi%'ed." . 
(Mimeo. page 5,.) 
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Q! argues that these recent decisions indicate our 

concern that eur=ent utility rate design is counterproductive 

to our attempts to (1) induce conservatio?;. (2) stabilize utility 
revenues; and (3) match ~te design with end-use priority. GM 
submits that these problems can be traced to an apparent abandon
ment of cost-of-service considerations in allocating gas rate 
burdens among customer classes. GM argues that. the application 
of a value of service standard to different customer elasses 
inequitably results in increasing Priority 2 rates faster than 
Priority 1 rates even though under the end-use system Priority 1 
customers are accorded a higher degree of protection from curtail
ment and from the burden of converting to costly alternate fuels. 

GM notes SoCal' s witness f testimony to the effect that 
i't is unwise to set rates for 'the proposed Schedules GN-3 through 
GN .. 5 at high levels in order that the large cus'tomers who receive 

service under these schedules will not leave the system. because 
such customers ~re essential to both southern california's economy 
and the success of SoC8.1' s supply acquisition program. GM argues 
that the value of service criteria. apparently utilized by, SoCal in 
the design of its proposed rates becomes a rather transparent 
excuse to arbitrarily set CN-2 rates at the· highest level of any 
of the rates •. 

GM also argues that the staff's proposed rate design is 
totally objectionable in that it not only fails. to tend to correct 
the imbalance between residen'tial and nonresidential rates, but 
actually aggravates such an imbalance by, for· exa.mple; reducing 
the residential customer charge from $3.10 to $1.20 a month. GM 
supports CMA's rate proposal as a reasonable first step in dealing 
with the deficiencies of the present rates to maximize residential 

eons~tion, to stabilize utility revenue, and to fashion a gas. 
rate design compatible with the end-use priority system. GM. urges 

., , 
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the Commission ~o take advantage of this opportunity to ~e in 
the direction of bringing residential rates into balance with 
nonresidential rates by once again giving cost-of-service its 
due as an essential ratemaking tool. 
Discussion 

The issues to be resolved in this proceeding relating 
to rate design and the allocation of arty authorized rate increase 
to the various customer classes are as follows: 

1. Residential rates. 
(a) Amount of increase to lifeline rates. 
(b) Amount of increase to the residential class .. 
(c) Blocking of authorized rates. 

2. Priority 1 and 2 rates. 
(.3.) Form of ra.te. 
(b) Relative level of rate and the justifiable 

increases. 
(c) Requirement for rates for special customers 

within group .. 
3. Priority 3 and 4 rates. . . 

(a) .Relative level of rates and increase justified .. 
(b) Cost of alternative fuel. 
(c) Effect of loss of customer on utilit;y's 

opera.tions.. . 
4.. Priority 5 rates. 

(8.) . Relative level and percent increase justified. 
(b) Fo:rm of rates. 
(c) Requirements and supply. 

s. ~olesalerates. 

(a) Relative level and increase W&%Tantcd. 
(b) Lifeline allowances •. 
(c) Proposed simplified cost allocation proc:e<lure. 
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Residential Rat~s 
Section 739 of the Public Utilities Code provides as 

follows: "(b).... The lifeline rate shall be not greater than 
the rates in effect on January 1, 1976. The coamdssion shall 

authorize no increase in the lifeline rate until the average 
system rate in cents per kilowatt-hour or cents per them. 

increased 25% or more over the January'l, 1976., level." 
To effect this Code provision it bas been ota:' policy to maintain 
the lifeline rates at the January 1, 1976 level. In addition, . 
D.$75S7 dated July 12, 1977 in SoCal's offset· A~57l96 res~ructured 
nonreSidential rates to place into effect conservation-oriented 
rates. 

As indie.ated by the record, the average' system. increase 
in cents per them since Janua~ 1, 1976 has been S3 percent. As 

we stated in D.88651 dated April 4, 1978 in C·.9988:, our investiga-
tion into the detexmination of lifeline volume of gas:·.-'~:.~-~'~~·ri .. '~'_.: ____ ~ 
'--~'-.'='~~'~~.~~' "It-is .'t:r:me~for.· us--to deCide: and', indicate 

·.publicly our interpretation of Section 739(b) 
as it relates to the 25 percent differential. 
This section prohibits increases above the 
January 1, 1976 level until the average 
system rate is 25 percent 'or more' over that 
level. nte phrase 'or more' is indicative of 
a legislative intent to provide the Commission 
with some discretion, after the'25 percent . 
differential has been reached" to do what the 
Commission deems appropriate for ratemaking 
purposes. Thus" the Commission might continue 
the level of lifeline rates after the average 
rate bas increased by 25 pereent as we have 
done" or it might raise the whole lifeline 
level together with the nonlife line rates. 
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"We believe the specif1ca:tion of the percentage 
level with the inclusion of the specific ability 
to proceed beyond that level is a clear ind1c:a.
t10n of the legislative intent 'to allow the 
Commission complete discretion beyond that point. 
We believe that it is appro~riate to estaolish 
nonlife line rates at a level above lifeline rates 
to encourage couser.ration •. Re1.4tive rate levels 
will be examined and modified as appropriate in 
all rate 'Proceedings." ('M:!:meo. page 20a.) 

In D.88697 dated April 11, 1978 on SDG&E's A.55627, 
A.55628, and A.55629 for a. general rate increase, we increased 
lifeline quantities, the system average perc:entage increase, 
and thenoulifeline residential quantities a uniform cents per 
the:m. 

Failure to inc:rease lifeline rates at this time would 
unduly aggravate the burden: of the nonresidential c:ustomer • 

. -.... ~ .. _-- C()ns·equent·iy;-·-weWii"1-riiSe'·~rates·-6n-the -litel:tne·-quantitie·s;--·--·~-

·ex<:lu~-i"Te---of' the-e'Ir.5tomer 'eharge'·-whi·ch-·we -will' maintain·'at·1to,··_··_-- _ .. '

present level, approximately one-hal! the average system percent-
age increase which occurred since January 1, 1976. Such an 
increase is reasonable when consideration is given to the fact 
~hat the lifeline customers have only received a very minor 
increase (due to GEDA) since lifeline rates became effective 
almost three years- ago. 

The residential. rates tor quantities in excess of life
line will be increased to a,relativelygreater extent and in such 
•• ,"c, 

a manner as to promote conservation. In order to focus the 
economic effect of our rate changes on large usage residential 
customers, we will replace. the existing f'ive-~1er structure. 
with a three-tier structure as follOWS for Schedules GR and GS: . . 
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Revised Residen-eial Tiers ( Billing Code 3) 

Current Blocking (Therms) 

Summer1l 
Winter 

Tier Zone J.. ~one 2 Zone ~ 

I 26 81 106 141 

II 54 
II! 50- 49 24 

IV 170 170 170 159 
v' +300 +300 +300 +300 

Revised 
I 26 81- 106 141 

II 100 100 100 100 
III. +126- ... 1$1 ... 206 ... 241 

11 Summer blocking applies all year to Billing Code 2. 

Revised Residential Tiers (Billing Code 1). 

Current Blocking ~ Therms ~ 
't7:i:n't.er 

Tier' Summer ZOne I ZOne 2 ZOne :2 
I 0 55 eo 115 

II so 25 
III 50 ,0 50 15 
:V 170 170 170 170 

V +300 +300 +,00. +300 

Revised 
'T' 0 55 eo 115 ... 

II 126 100 100 100 
III +126. +155 +1 SO +215· . 
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tiers I, II, an~ III for Schedule OM shall be revised, as 
above, ,to reflect lifeline quantities for this schedule. 

This simplified rate schedule, with rates rounded to no 
more than 1/10 of a cent, should assist residential customers in 
understanding how their bills are computed. 

AS 2273, signed by the Governor on September 18, 197$, 
requires lifeline allowances 1'"or air conditioning and is e:f':f'ecti ve 
on June 1, 1979. There are in excess o!17,OOO residential gas 
air conditioners in SoCal's service area. SoCal is directed to 
prepare an air conditionir.g lifeline proposal :f'or submiSSion in 
its next peA filing, which can then be considered f'orimplementa
tion for the next summer season. 
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Priority 1 Customers (Nonresidentialt 
The Pri~rity 1 nonresidential customers are those firm 

use customers with peak-day demands of less than 100 Mef per day. 
Ac~ording to the record, 75 percent of these customers consume less 
th~n 100 therms of gas a month and have usage characteristics 
si:llilar to the residential customers. On this basis Socal proposed 
me same commodity charge for the first 100 thems as for the 
0-300 therm block for the proposed nonlifeline residential rate, 
or 20.149 cents per thermo Socal and the staff both proposed a 
:lont'hly customer charge of $5 and CMA. proposed a monthly customer 
charge of $7 .. 36, the indicated cost of service. 'I'he staff proposed 
a commodity charge of 25 cents per ther.m equal to the fourth tier 
of its proposed residential rate and ~ proposes a commodity 
cbarge of 19 .. 246 cents per thermo 

The record clearly supports 'the s~ilarity of operations 
of the small GN-l customer and the small residential customer. 
However, the adopted residential rate structure does not lend 
itself·to the rate design of the rate schedule for the Priority 1, 
nonresidential customer class. We will, therefore, adopt 4 commodity 
rate between the second and third residential rate blocks .and the 
$5 a month customer charge proposed by both SoCal and the Commission 
staff. 
Priority 2 Customers 

This category includes cus·tomers where the primary use ~f 
nat~ral gas is for feedstock, fi~ nonresidential use customers 
with peak-day demands in excess of 99 Mef, steam electric 
generating plant start-up igniter'and flame stabilization fuel. 

Socal proposes a monthly customer cha.rge of $·10 and a. 
commodity charge of 24.970 cents per therm (equal to the highest 
block of nonlifeline residential rate); th~Commission staff 
proposes a monthly customer charge of $10 and a c~odity charge 
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of 26.000 cents ~er therm (equal to the highest block of nonlifeline 
=esidential rate);' CMA proposes a monthly customer charge of $7.36 
and a commodity charge of 19.246 cents per the%'m; and Tehachapi 
proposes a commodity rate equal to the middle tier of the residential 
r~te if ehe Commission adopts the staff's rates, and the first block 
of the GN-l rate if the Commission adopts SoCal's proposed rates. 

SoCal categorizes Priority 2 customers as large, high 
prior:i .. ey customers having 'no reasons."ole alternative fuel capa
bility and established the commodity rate on t:he va.lue of service 
concept at the highest nonl:f.fel:f.ne rate derived from the a.pproxi

mate cost of No. 2 fuel oil. 
Tehachapi notes 'Cba't; its maximum demand occurs when the 

overall gas cOmp4ll1 system demand is loW' and, therefore, its 
operations do 'not bvrden SoC&l' s production or distri'bm:ion facil
ities. Such usage patterns, according to Tehachapi,. should be 
reflected in lower rates. However, these benefits to SoCal might 
not be as great as envisioned by Tehachapi when consideration is 
given to t:he fact that it is du.ring the period of Tehachapi's 
maximum demand that SoCal' s storage injection operat:ions are at 
~heir peak. As previously stated Ammonia Manufacturers petitioned 
to reopen the hearings to receive additional evidence of the effec~ 
of additional gas increases on their operations. Thespecific 
:elief requested was that any increase in the price of natural gas 
used as raw material feedstock or for process use in ammonia 
manufacturing plants be deferred. The current rate for s,uch 
Priority 2 customers is at a level in excess of 7 percent higher 
than the rate in effect prior'to, the granting of the partial general 
increase, and should not be increased further at this t~e.We will, 
however, adopt the monthly customer charge of $lO proposeci by both 
the Commission staff and Socal. 

. 
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'!he Ammonia. Manufacturers and other Priority 2 custOtners 
should participate in futUre ra.te proceedings on'at~ely basis. 
Priority 2 customers, as well as all customer c:::'3.SSQS, should t>re-pare 
for future significant increases in gas costs. 
Priority :3 and 4 Customers 

For. Prionty 3· and 4 customers, SoCal proposes a $15 
monthly customer charge and. a commodity eharge of 24.200 cents 
per therm; dle Commission staff proposes a monthly customer 
charge of $15 and. a. eomm.od.ity eharge of 27.00 cents per therm.; 
and CMA proposes a monthly c:ustomer charge of $7.36· and a . 
eommQ<1ity chs.rge· of 19.246 cents per them. 

According to the record, in the design of Priority 3 
and 4 rates SoCal considered the cost of alternate fuel as being 
the ~per limit for service. under these schedules and believes 
it ~uld be unwise to set raees 30e a. level higher t:ban. proposed 
because the customers who received service tmder these schedules 

are essential to both the southern California eeo~omy and the success 
of SoC41's supply acquisition pro~. 

The staff '8 proposed commodity charge of 27 cents per 
therm reflects the maintetl.8.nce . of the one cent per them. differ
ential between the highest block of the residential ra.1:es and, 
the GN-3, GN-4, and CN-S rate sehedules that: is contained in 
the presently effective r.ates. 

CMA notes that SoCal has roughly 1,000 Priority 2A, 
3, and- 4 customers which, although they differ in their abilities 
to use alternate fuels· and incur different costs asso~iated with 
such alternate fuels, were at that time all served a~ a uniform 
rate of 19.844 cents per therm. ~ argues that: if those 
rates were raised sigrdfiea.ntly in this proceeding, the result is 
likely to be a massive voluntary reduction in gas consumption by 
Priority ~ and 4 customers switching to alt:ernate fuels. CMA 
argues that: high Priority 3 and 4 rat:es on PC&E's ~ystem have 
caused large seale fuel Switching with the result that PG&E bas 
excess gas and depressed earnings. ~ notes t:hat PG&E filed 
A.57978 proposing a reduct:ion in Priority 3 and 4 rat:es to· stem 
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the loss of sales. D.8,9316 dated September 6, 1978 on PG&E's . . 
A.57284 ~nd A.57285 for general electric and gas ra.tei:l.creases 
provided that those customers whose altern'ate fuel is exclusively' 
oil with a viscosity higher ehan 150 Saybolt Seconds Universal 
(SSU) at 1000 F. (cotrllllonly referred to as Grades Nos. 5 and 6 
fuel oil) would receive no additional increase as eontr85ted. to 
the balance of PG&E's Priority 3 and 4 customers who· received a 
lO percent increase. It should be noted, however, that according 
to A.S797S the sales to those customers who would be eligible for 
the rate reduction represented less than 18- percent of PG&E's 
Priority 3 and 4 sales. For the remaining 82 plus percent' of 
these categories of customers, D.89316.a'Uthor~ed a 10 percent 
increase- in rates froe 22.90 to 25.20 cents per therm. 

With respect to lost load, Mr. Bu:r:t testified 'l:ba.t the 

cement iudustry, without exception, either has converted to coal 
or heavy oil, other coal equivalents like refining coke, or is 

.... 
, 

in the process of converting and will not again receive gas 
service from SoCal, having made long ... term cont'raets for coal at 
cost in the general neighborhoOd of $1 per million :Stu's. It is 
axiomatic that SoCal cannot provide gas service at a cost competi
tive to $1 per million Btu's. 

Mr. Bur1: furthtt testified' that customers capable of 
using heavy oil are finding such fuel presently a.vailable at a 
cost of $1.80 per million Btu's or lower. Such prices would 
appear to reflect the' temporary surplus of oil rather tMU' 

prices ehat will be in effect for a prolonged pe:1od of time 
a.nd, therefore, should not ~ used as the basis for setting 'rates 
in this proceeding. 

For the Priority 3 and 4 customers, we wil~ adopt a 

u ..... _~nthl!, ~ust~m~~~ge o;_$l~_as~.E_ro~~~_~<!_b'y" .. ~~;~~<!_,~~e .. _______ ... __ 
Commission staff and retain the current effective commodity 

---charge of 2r.ffo-cents per tEem asoeing s.uff-rcieiitlfnigh------
to' give. these cust~et: groups' e. ?roportionate s·hare- ~f the 
authorized increase an¢ sufficiently low so as to reasonably 
main;ain SoCal's market. 
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Prioritv 5 Customers 
Priority 5 customers consist of utility steam. electric 

generating plants and utility gas turbines. SoCal proposes to 
serve these customers under Schedule GN-S with a monthly C'UStomer 
charge of $100 and a commodity charge of. $2.42 per million :stu's. 
The staff proposes a monthly customer charge of $100 and' a com
modity charge of $2.70 per million :stu's. CMA originally proposed 
no customer eha.-rge and a commodity charge of $2.146 per million 
Btu IS. However, according to . the record, when witness Burt 

learned· of the possibility that the Air Resources Boa%'d (ARB)' 

might possibly require the burning of substantial amounts of gas 
by steam electric generating plants, CMA' changed its proposed 
GN-5 rate to a monthly service charge of $21,861 and a commodity 
charge of $1.6734 per million :stu' s. '!he proposed monthly 
customer charges are equal to- the full cost of service for this 
group of customers and the commodity charge was equal to the 
full cost-of-service charge plus an ineremental cost· t~ cover 
full cost deficiency of ·the residenti4l class under CMA' s 
proposed rates. 

Edison takes issue 'With Socal's proposed Schedule GN-S 
wherein the $100 per month customer charge will collect less than 
1 percent of the fixed cost of the facilities necessary to serve . . 

Edison with the result that the inclusion of the fixed costs in 

the variable component can result in substantial overcollections 
when GN-S deliveries dramatically exceed the estimated deliveries .. 

~ . 

Edis'on notes that Socal' s proposed rate <iesign is premised on the 
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assunption that there will be no ?riority 5 gas available d~ing 
test 'year 1979, and that under these conditions, the imposition 
of a monthly demand charge (when no gas deliveries are expected) 
is not justifiable. It should be noted that any overcollections 
resulting fr~ the proposed rate design, and a greater than 
anticipated gas supply will be given consideration and weight 
in the semiannual SA.."1 rate adjustments ~ 

We will adopt the $100 monthly service charge proposed 
by Socal and the Commission staff and retain the current .. effective 
commodity charge of $2 .• '1226 per m;llion Btu's, the equivalent of the 
rate established for the GN-3 and GN-4 tariff schedules. 
MultiEle Priority Customers 

SoCal proposes to offer those customers having multiple 
priorities of service the option of repiping their plants or 
entering into contracts providing for the allocation of gas. 
consumption to end-use priorities based on their connected load 
and curtailment experience during. the billing pe%'iod~ This 
proposal is reasonable and will be authorized. 
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'Wh()les~lc C'Ustome-rs 
SoCal sells ges for res~lc to LB under Schedule G-60 

and to SDC&E under Schcdule G-61. The who1es~lc rates recommended 
by SoO:.l, the Commission stnff, nnd CMA .:lrc tabulnted below: 

Schedule C-60 . 
(Long Bench ~s Dcp~rtment) 

SoCD.l St.:lff CMA 

Monehly d~nd chArge, per 
Mcf d.:lily contract demand 

Co~odity c~rge, per therm 

Minimum :l.nn\l:ll charge for 
.o.ddi tiona 1 pe.l. k dcm."l:nd 

$ 3.717 

17.018¢ 

$283.000 

Sched\!lc G-61 
(San Diego Cns & Electric) 

Monthly ccrnand charge, per $ 
Mef cl.:tily contr.l.ct dc:r.a.nd 

2 .. 8403 

17.00J/ 14.677¢ 

Co:n:r.odity c~rge, per million Btu 170.68e 160.00i1:.1 143:.30i 

Additiorutl p~king ccn:..1.nd gelS $523,000 
nnnw.l charge peaking, 

Co~dity chnrge, pc,:, ~il1ion Btu 197 .. 40¢ 

1/ Compositc ~vcr.:lgc of lifeline and 
nonlifeline co~odity r.::ltes. 

So~lfs proposed rntes ~re based on ~hc ~pplicCltion of 
system nvcrngc incrc.:lse to the wholesAle customers as has been, 
the ?.:l~: prnctice in similo'lr proceedings beforc this Commiss.ion. 
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The Commission staff's proposal provides for the elimina
tion of the existing demand. ch&rges in the wholesl.r.le eariffs on 

the basis that with the declining supply of gas the demand component 
no longer exists and the demand charge sh.ould be eliminated. 'the 
proposed staff rate design puts fo~h a single commodity ra~e for 
Schedules G-60 and G-61 that will maineain the curren~ revenue 
level_ The staff ~llocated an incre~se to LB of 14.3 percent 

Olnd SDG&E of 14.7 percent with an overall wholesale increas-e of· 
14.6 percent. 

CMA. proposed a-GO ra.te ws mainuined 4t .:. the present 
rolled-in commodity rate r4ther than providing a $9,000 reduc
tion as indicated by cost allocation seudies. The G-Gl 'rate 
was set a.t the i."",dieated cost to serve SDC&E on the .annual 
average-day cost allocation method. 

SDG&E and ~ presented evidence indicating that the e increases, both past 3nd proposed, to the who·lesale customers 
are greater than for other customer groups. !hey a.dvance a 
simplified cost-of-service allocation method as a vehicle for 
rectifying to some degree the disparity that presently exists 
between the retAil rates to SoCal's customers· and the r4~es eo 
the retail customers of LB and SDG&E. According to the record, 
the utilization of such 4 method would result in an increase in 
the average retail rate for SDG&E customers of 10 percent 4S 

compared to 14 percent under the staff's methodology and 
22 percent as proposed by Soca.l, and a similar result would 
occur with respeet to LB. 
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SoCal ob j eets to SDG&E' sand I.B' s proposals on the 
bases that (1) the proposed rates are based solely on allocated 
costs excluding all other considerations which is contrary to 
established practice; and (2) SDG&E's cost allocation fo%mUl,.a. 
is seriously deficient because it does not recognize the peak-day 

or seasonal-load equation requirements imposed on Sotal. Such 

requirements include the substantial storage cost in providing 
for extreme day deliveries and the costs associated with the 
ownership, operation., and maintenance of a transmission. system 
which must have sufficient capacity to deliver such extreme 
peak-day and cold-year volumes. 

'The staff witness testified that lifeline allowances 
were included in the proposed wholesale rates to' place SoCa1 in 
its treatment of wholesale eustomers on the same basis as PG&E's 
wholesale customers. SoC41 argues that bifurcation of the 
'Wholesale commodity rate is not only needless, but that there is 
no practical way of determining the amount of sales to the 
subj ected lifeline billing. mtile we are not persuaded that the 
amount of sales to be subjected to lifeline billing cannot 
reasonably be ascertained, we will not fmpose the dual rate for 
the billing of SoCal t s wholesale customers. 

With respect to tB's allegations that the spreading of 
SoCal's conservation costs to wholesale customers would be 
tantamount to requiring the customers of I.B and S:DG&E to· pay for 
SoCal's conservation efforts, we refer to D.89316, dated 
September 6, 1978 on PG&E's A .. 57284 and A.57285· in which we statt:d: 
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"Firs 1: , as extensively discussed in Decision 
No. 89315, issued today in Application No. 55510 
(Phase II), the resale rate is not based on a 
compilation of incre:men'tal costs from whicb: one 
identifiable expens,e (such as conservation . 
promotion) can logically be deduc'ted." (Mimeo. 
p. 57.) 
Consequently, our adopted conservation expenses were 

included in the nongas costs used for the allocation of the 
revenue increase 'to 'the wholesale class. 

For the wholesale rates it is reasonable to maintain 
the existing demand charges and commodity cha:ges. 
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. . 
: 

Southern Co.lifomio. GOo':: Compo.nj" 

ADOPTED RATES 

~t~~tcd Ye~r 1979 

: l'evcnuc: o:t 
7/19/'n 

: Tu.r'J.l'fR:J.te:;: 
_...;.A;.;.u;..;.th_oo.;r;,;;;io;;;.zC:.;..;d;;.-._: P<!rc~ nt : (Includes : 
p.e~~n~c R~~C : In%r. ~GEDA ~ l~A) ~' 

R~:;idC:ltio.l 
CU::toCler c.."l.:l.::-ge 
C~~odity - Tier I 

.. Tier II 
- Tier III 

To~l Residcnti~l 

~onrc,:.id.entiru:. 
C\:.!:":.c.t:lcr Cb.:l:gc 

GN-l 
CN-2 
CN~3 

CN-4 
GN-5 

Sub'tot:ll 

GN-3 
c~-4 
CN-5 
Subtot~ 

Toto.l Nonrczido~ti~ 

?e'::ll.l.e 
c ... 60 
C .. 51 

Tot:;.l Re::c.le 

totAl Sc.lc::; 

: 

41,726,451/ 
lr995,3~5'" 
1,022,774-

:217 690 

3,235,799 

2,279·2 
8·3 

10.5 
1.l 

0.25 

123,740 
-i1Ct19J 

2.:3~235 
6,415,526, 

574,931 

6,537 
o 
o 
o 
o 

18,388 
71.5).:.5 
82·2~3 

1,138,351 

.. 2l959 23.6 

11,412 5.00 
. 84 lO .. oo 
156 15.00' 

12 15,.00·, 
24 100.00· 

l.l.,Smr= 

19,890 
77,655 
9"~'.54$ 

1,))9,852 .20884 

73.8 

8.2 
8' .. 5 
8.5 

17.7 

11 Tier I ~~lcc reflect as lifeline ~j~tment of 3,294 Xth. 

gj Tier::; II ~~d III revcn~Q::; o.t 7-19-~r7 r~te: c~t~t¢d. 

;J TtLri1':r :r13.t.~::: for CN-2 thrO"~~ 5 Olld re:::a.le .:\l'C the eurrent 
~frcctive rAte:::. 
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VIII. OTHER ITEMS 

.' 
-----~-~--- .. ---

General 

Additional issues detailed in the record of ~~is 
procee<ii:lq • .... ere the "open account", the sta£:f recommended 
management audit, the sta£:f recommendations relating to SoCal's 
bid practices and procedures, SoCal's dual fuel conversion 

program, and 'the allowance for funds used d.uring- construction a.s 
it relates to L.,'qG projects. 
O'Oe~ Aceoun t 

'l'he "open accoUllt" is simply an accounts payable, 
acco~~tS receivable relationship be~ .... een PLC and each of its 
subsidiaries. This issue sur:faced during the cross-examination 
0: wi~~ess McClure regarding the eifference between 1978 test 
year es-:imates of "interest, from associated companies" and. 
"interest on d.eJ:>t to associated cor:tpanies". The associated 
compa.~ies refer:red to one (':ntity, PLC. 

Accordinq to the record, when SoCal borrows money fro~ 
Pte it pays interest based on the pr~e rate in effect on the 
first of t.i.e month. On the other hand, if SoCal has f\lnds on 
deposit with Pte, it receives interest based on the rates for 
commercial paper in effect on the first of the :nonth. The staf~ 
notes that the L~terest rates SoCal paid Pte ranqe .~etween 6-1/2 
and 7-l/4 percent in 1976, whereas the rate paid ~y Pte to SoCal 
was in the ranqe of-4:"'7/S' to ~'5-3/4 percent •. The staff argues, tM-: 
the situation wherein a parent corporation operates a "free" 
se:'V'ice that controls a complex flow 0·£ funds to· and from 
utilities and numerous nonutilities and oversees interest rates 
on "deposits" seems open for ~use and urges that .soCal be 
directed to :urnish,at least at the'-:ime of the r.,Qxt rate ease, a . 
complete report on the "open account" for both SoCal's and 
PLS' participation. 
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In its reply brief SoC_I states that the "open ~ccounts" 
between the utilities and Ptc have existed for many years and 
inter~st income and intere$t expense resuiting therefrom havo 
been recorded on each utility""s books: an~ that the "open account" 
arrangement is completely acovecoard, can be easily audited, ana 
is cheaper short-term financing for the utilities than wo~ld be 

the ease if the~-were tQ optain such financing on t~~ir own. 

" 

SoCal notes that the staff's opening brief infers that the interest 

rates SoCal pays when it is in a payab~e position with Ptc is 
sub~tantially greater than when SoCal is in a receivable position. 

SoCal argues in 1976 the prime rate was greater than the rate for 
commercial paper but the reverse was true in. certain months in 

1974 and in 1975 when the prime rate was less than the rate !or 
commerci3.1 paper. This matter does not appear to warrant 
immediate attention.. However ~ we will expeet both SoCal and the 
staff to· review this matter thoroughly for the next rate increase 
application matter. 
M~naaement Audit 

The staff project engineer, Bertram Patrick, recommended 
that SoCal be the subject of a management audit by an outsiQe 

consultant. In support of his recommendation w;i.tness· Patrick 
stated that such a stu~y, amonq other things, might dispel the 
current belief among many ratepayers t~t utilities are operating 
on a cost-plus basis and that there is an obli~ation to go beyond 
the technique of translatinq cost moreases into rate increases by 
making a determination of whether or not SOCal is efficient and 
economical. He noted that management audits had been recommended 
by the staff in PG&E ane Edison rate eases. 

SoCal does not take issue with the staff's recommendation 
that a management and operational audit be performed but states 
that should suc~ an audit be required, the estimated $300,000'- to 
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$500,000 cost of such audit should be included in the test year 
revenue requirements adopted in this proceeding. 

In D.893l6 we stated: 
11 If we .:lore to be more th.:l.n .:l rubber stamp, 

transl.:l.ting cost increases into rate increases, 
we must scrutinize and exercise our investigatory 
ingenuity to insure utilities oper.:1.te produc
~ivcly and efficiently. ... We believe, 
however, it is necessary that the company 
precisely examine its efficiency .:1.nd demonstrate 
to us tholt it is attcmp-ting to improve its 
effiCiency and reduce costs. A man~gemcnt 
~nd oper~tional audit by .:l.n independent 
consultant -may accomplish this result." 
(Mimeo '., p. ,48.) , , 

• I 

We further stated that the st:lff should devise specific 
areols of inquiry so that such an Q,udit would not be a waste of 
resources. We will not require SoCal to have such an .ludit 
performed at this time, but place it on notice th.lt such .:lon audi1: 

will oe required in the future should the results of the man.:l.gc
ment audit to be performed onPG&E indic~te its desirability. 
Bid Pr~ctice$ ~nd ProcedurQ~ 

The st:l.ff's fin:lncial ~x:lmincr Mowrey recommended four 
changes in SoCal's bid practices ~nd procedures ~s follows: (l) 
all potenti<ll bidders should receive a bid invitation pacb.ge; (2) 

the opening of bids ;"nd the prices therc~n should ~e open to' all 

bidders concerned; (3) any approved ch<lngcs to bid sheets 'should 
be made known to all bidders before the bid is finished and the 
contract i;I.· ..... ardcd;. and (4) all contractors 6hould ):)0 bonded. 

SoCal notes tho.t it currently performs a preinvitation .. 
.ocreening of potential bidders by telephone and the additional 
mailings of bid invitation packages would rcsult in unprod,uctive 

additional expense to the ratepayers. With respect to the public 
opening- of bids, SoCo.l notes th."lt such used to- be ,its practice but 
was discontinued because, in its opinion, the disadva..'"ltages out-'. 
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weighed· any possible advantages., This aspect of the staff' $. 

recommendation w~s not developed on the record· sufficiently to 
pers'Uaoe uS that the scaff's recommendation should not be adopted. I 
The third recommendation that any approved changes to bid sheets 
should be made known to all bidders before the bid is finished and 
the contract <lWarded is, according to the re,cord, SoCal' 5 current 
?ractice 'With the exception of any contractor .. initiated, cost
reducing alternative. According to SoCal, its· present policy is 
to require bondin~s only for those contractors who are likely to 
have difficulty in obtaining adequate bonds and notes th3t such 
a practice resulted in 1976-1977 bond payments of only $4;000 .. 
Under these Circumstances, the bonding requirements recommended 
by the staff 'I,1ould, according to SoCal, cause a signifie.:mt and, 
needless expense Co SOCal an.d. could result in costly delays in 
starting construction work. 

We will order SoCal to adopt only the staff's second 
recommend.,.tion regardiIlg the opening of bids and d'isclosure of 
estimat:es. 

,I. 
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SoCal's opposition to the adoption of the three 
remaining recommendations by the staff witness appea%s well 
founded and will be accepted. 
Dual Fuel Conversion . 

' .. 

Another recommendation of witness Mowrey was that SoCal 
phase out the compressed natural gas conversion program o~ new 
vehicles. According to the record, it is presently SoCal's 
policy not to purchase new conversion kits for vehicles. 
Allowance for Funds Used During eonstruction (AFUDC) 

In its opening brief SoCal notes that the st~ff takes 
exception to computing AFUDC on LNG project costs and argues 
that the treatment of AFUDC on these gas supply projects has 
no relevance in this general rate case as n~ expenses for such 
projects are included in the results of operation for test years 
1978 and 1979 nor are such expenditures included in the rate base. 

~ In its reply brief the staff admits that AFUDC- on LNG 

projects is not a factor in determining rates in the instant case 
but expresses concern that since the AFUDC cost i$ continuing ~ 
accumulate, it most likely will eventu~lly be passed on to rate
payers. The staff states this matter deserves close scrutiny in 
any future investi9'~tions of Pte's corporate financinq matters. 

We will expect SoCal and the Commi~sion staff t~ review 
the matter in greater det~il in connection with the next ~orth

coming rate increase applieation. 

IX. F!NDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Findings 
1. So~l is in need o~ additional revenues Qut the proposed 

increase of $334 million (33.5 percent) is excessive. 
2. A rate of return of 9.73 percent on the adopted rate base /' 

of $l,079,620,000 is reasonable. Such a rate of return will pro- ~ 
vide a return on equity of approximately 13.49 percent, a times 
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interest coverage of approximately 2.53 for debt and a 
combined coverage factor for all interest and preferred stock 
dividends of 2.22 times. This return on capital is the minimum 
needed to attract capital at a reasonable cost and not impair the 
credit of SoCal. 

3. The authorized rate of return on rate base and return on 
common equity (resulting in the increased revenue requirement 
found necessary herein) is expressly authorized in recognition that 
the next earliest test y~ar to be used in establishing SoCal's 
revenue requirement will be 1981. Accordingly, the rates found 
reasonable herein are reasonable only if 1981 is the next earliest 
test year used to set rates for Soca1. 

4. An adjustment in rate of return to reflect the "vigor, 
imagination, and effectiveness" of SoCal's conservation programs 
is not warranted. However, SoCal should direct its attention to 
the implementation of as many cost-effective programs as feasible 
so as to have its efforts receive favorable evaluation when the 
mat~er of such an adjustment is again considered in the next rate 
increase application. 

S. The adopted estimates previously discussed herein of 
operating revenues, operating expenses, and rate bases for test 
year 1979 reasonably indicate the results of SoCal's and PoLS' 
operations in the near future. Specific findings are as follows: 

s. The sales revenues are $1,138,351,000. 
b. The other operating revenues are $2,840,000. 
c. The production expense estimate is 

$815,756,000. 
d. The storage, transmission, distribution, 

supervision, and engineering expense 
(excluding customer service expense) 
is $4,336,000. 

e. The expense for Account 863" Maintenance 
of Transmission MAins, is $1,369,000. 
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f. 

g. 

n. 
i .. 

j. 

k .. 

The expense for Accoun~ 878, Meter and 
House Regulators-Operation, are $17,930,000; 
for Account 879, Customers Ins1:allation;l> are 
$16,092,000; and for Account 893, Meter and 
House Regulators-Maintenance, are $6,232,000. 
The expense estimate for Account 903, 
Customer Records :lud Collections, is $33,018,000. 
The est~te for market services is $21,777,900 
The esti~te for administrative and general . 
eXpenses is $102,902' ,000. 
The expense estimate for depreciation is 
$60,302,000. 
The weighted average depreciated rate base 
is $1,079 r 620. . 

.' .. ,. 
.', .... 

6. the authorized increase in rates is ex~cted to provide 
inc:eased revenues for test year 1979 of approxi~telY $201.5 V 
million over base rates in effect ~n July 1977 which equates to 
an inc:ease of ~pproximately $82.9 m:tllion over the rates authorized ,/' 
by D.8920S, which granted SoCal a partial general increase of 
$118.6 million and $102.8 million over rates effective September 1, ,,/' 

1975 from Advice Letter No. 1145 relating to a $19.9 million \ 
property tax reduction due to passage of Article No~ X!!I-A of the 
Californi.l Con's t:it\ltion~ This. a:::nounts to an 8.2; percent increa.se 
over the rates authorized by D.8920S. 

7. Rates on the lifeline quantities for residential customers 
have not been increased (with the exception of ~ minor GEDA 
surcharge) since their aaoption. 

8. If lifeline rates ~re raisea .lpproximately one-half of 
the average system percentage increase occuring since January 1, 
1979 residentia.l eustomers will bear a. more proportionate share of 
SoCa1's revenue requirement. 

9. The average system incre4se in cents per therm for 
SoCal since January 1, 1976, MS been S3 percent. 
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10. Tbe existing 5-tier usage block~ applicable to residen
tial customers do not adequately apply higher incremental commodi~y 
charges for high use residential customers.. The 3-tier usage 
blocks adopted herein will better provide that customers receive 
an economic signal that conservation will equate to· savings on 
their bills. 

11.. The present rate for Priority 2 customers was esublisbed 
in 1978 (and increased mere than 7 percent).. Further commodity 
charge increases to this customer class at this time are not justified; 
however, the proposed $10 monthly customer charge .is justified. , 

12. The commodity charges for Priority 3 and 4 customers 
of 24.20 and 27.00 cents per therm proposed by SoCal and the staff 
would tend to cause some of those customers to use alternative 
fuel.. The 19 .. 246 cents per them charge proposed by CMA. is 
insufficient and woulo tend to' give a false economic signal that 
would discourage conservation. Maintaining the charge of 21.226 
cents per therm will maintain SoCal' s gas market while placing a. 

proportionate share of the revenue requirement increa'se on Priority 
·3 and 4 customers. 

13.. Rates for SoCs.l r s Schedules G-60 and G-61have not been 
established based on a compilation of incremental identifiable cost 
of service expenses .. 

14. LB, and SDG&E'will benefit from SOCal's conservation 
expenditures and efforts in that through conservation efforts by 
SoCal gas supplies will be available longer and in greater 
quantitites to SoCal's resale customers .. 

15. The increase in rates and charges authorized by this 
decision is justified and is reasonable; the present rates and 
charges, insofar as they differ from, those prescribed by the 
decision, are for the future unjust and unreasonable. 

• 
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16. Tbe apportionment of tbe authorized rate increase to 
the various customer groups as previously described is reasonable. 

17. the adopted capital structure and cost factors pre
viously discussed is reasonable. 

18. A fixed rate of return of 9~73 perceX:lt on its rate base 
of $296,049,000 is reasonable for PLS for application in its 
cost of service tariff. 

19. The following measures by SoCal would improve its 
existing conservation measurement methods: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Analyze and describe the impacts of price 
on gas consumption (especially for commercial 
and industrial gas use). Relate sucb price 
(rate increase) effects to the conservation 
projections for the various sectors. Identify 
reductions in gas consumption due to price 
(rather than conservation) as precisely as 
.po~~le,. . . 

Use the GUESS simulation model witb. Monte 
Carlo simulation, a technique which is 
available within the GUESS proqrcun. This 
will allow evaluation of key conservation 
programs in terms of probability levels. 
SoCal can then make statements like: "1'be 
probability is 90% that this level of 
residential savinqs will be realized in 
the year 1979." Present this analysis 
alonq with ten-year cumulative conservation 
estimates. 
Display a sensitivity analysis of the key 
variables affecting the conservation 
estima tes. SoCal has already used. the 
GUESS program to do such an analysis for 
its conservation estimates. Summarize, 
analyze, and display this information. 

d. Improve the ten-year cumulative conservation 
estimates by adding data. (to- the G'OESS pro
gram) about the actual effectiveness of 
SoCal's proqrams such as commercial and 
industrial energy audits. Attempt to make 
the computer-modeled savings account for 
the total estimates of savings. Avoid 
arbitrary adjustments aside from the 
modeled savinqs (e.q., aettinq conservation 
estimates at l2S percent of the previous 
year'a e.tia.atea) .. 

~1-O'S-
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e. Alterrultively) consicler using ~ t':".ultiple: 
regression ~ppro~ch to dctcr~ine the ove~311 
impact of conservation p~ogr~m~. However, 
bec.ause of the limitations note:d earlier 
with respect to 4 time series ~ultipl~ 
regression appro~ch (l~ck of d.Jt~~ etc.), 
methods ~. through d. arc likely to yield 
greater bcnetits per doll~r spont, c~?cci~lly 
~i~cc ~hey c~n be used within SoC.Jl'~ o~~r.~
tion~l GUESS progr.:l:'t~. 

20. SoCal ~s included and the Co~~ission has accepted 
$il,592,700 tesc ye~r 1979 conservation expense for customer 

incentives. Those ::'nccntivc program.s were the ::.:ubject of rcn8ari:-lf; of 
D.SSSSl in Ca~c No. 10032 hcl~ on uccober 30 ond Nov~mbc= ~, 13, ~nd 14, 

197Z. I~ i$ re~son.:tble fo:: $oC.:l1 'to implcmcr.t :i.ts pro'Po~cd i:tcc:-.t:.v:c 
?=og::.::n subj ect to TEod[::ic.:l t~~ 0:: t;.c:;:::'ti.n::..tio:."l, ~£tcr, ii~l deter ... 

~L~.n..:::i"O:l of the -::chc.lX'ing of D. 8855;' in.~, ~. -wo-:rZ. In 'dlC 

c~n: tr.e ir.ccnti vc pX'og:::~::l:; .:lrc r:.ot ~utho=izcd SoC~ 1 sCCJuld b:: 

di.'!:'cctcd to de'lc 101' t'.. contingency l'l.ln for al torn:. t~ CO:lscr .... ·,: tio:1. 
cctivitics. If acceptable alternative programs are not developed, . , 

that portion of the $11,592,700 that SoCal proposed to apply to s'.lch 
~ro~rams shouln be refunded. 

21. C~st6m~=s would oetter unclcrst~nc the effect of consc~

V.:ltio:".l. on their oills, .lnd cOl."l.scrv.:ltion wo,,;ld be ~l1cour.;J,gcG ~ if 

SoC::l revised its billing £O:::':'i.:~t to incl1.:dc report c.:trcl billj.t"t4~ .:'!~.d 

r.lto design in£or~~tion on the focc of th~ c~st~~cr'G bill. 
22. SoCal's pX'o?os~l to offe::: it$ multiple priority 

, .. 
custo:cc:'s the optio:1. of rcpiping their 'pl.:lnts or .;:nt(::ri~'lg into 
co:~:=.:.cts providini3 for the .:lllocotion of g.:lS con~umpt:ion to 
end-use priorities b.Jsed on the~.r connected 10.:lG ~:'lcl c'.!rt~ilme::l.t 

experience d'.!ring the billing period is re~son~blc ~r.d $ho~lcl be 
authorized. 

23. The opening of bids and the prices therein sho~ld be 
open to all bidders concerned. 
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24. SoC!ll should com!"Ilcncc ~t the carliest date in complia.nce 
with the following order. Therefore, the following order should 
be effective the d~te of signo.ture. 
Conclusions 

1. The Co~~ission concludes that the ~pplic!ltion should be 
gr.:lnted to the extent set forth in 

2. SoC:ll should improve its 
~s set forth in Finding 19 ~bove. 

the order which follows. 
conservation measurement m.eth/,' 

ORDER - - - --
IT IS ORDERED th~t: 

1. After the effective date of this order, Southern 
C.:l.liforni-'l G~s Comp~ny (SoC31) is a.uthorizcd to file the revised 
rate schedules ilttached to this ordcr .lS Appcndix A ~nd con .. 
currently to cancel 3nd withdrOlw the presently effective schedules. 
Such filing shall comply wi'th General Order No. 96-A. The 

_ cf£~ct ive dolte of the r.evised schedules shall be Januo.ry 1 .. 

1979 but not less than fO'J,r days niter the d.:ltc of filing. 

The revised schedules sholl .:tt'?ly only to service rendered' 
on and after the effective date thereof. 

2. 'I'lit:hin one hundred twenty d.:t.ys of the effective date of 
this order, SoCal s~ll implement improved conservation measurement 
methods .lS described in Finding 19 .::tbove. 

3. SoC~l is hereby directed to file with this Commission 
within sixty d~ys contingency pl.lns for a1tcrn.ltc conservaeion 
~ctivities, with expenses budgeted at an onnWl.l rate of 
$11,592,700 in the event that its proposed incentive progr.:tms 
arc not .approved upon rehearing of Decision N,o·. 88551 . 
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4. SoCal shall offer customers having mUltiple priorities of 
service the option of repiping their plants or entering into contracts 
providing for the alloc~tion of gas consumpti~n to end-use priorities 
based on their connected load and curtaillnent experience. 

5. SoCal is hereby directed to revise its billing format to 
include ~ore informacion on its bills within one hundred eighty . 
days. SoCal should coordinate revision of its bills with the st.:l.£f 
of our Energy Conservation Branch before it is finalizeo. The 

i 

adopted hilling fOl:'rMt will be approvee by the Commission by way of / 
~ Commission ~esolution. 

6. SoCal is hereby directed to insure that the opening of 
bids and the prices therein are open to all bidders concerned. 

The effective date of this order is the da~e hereof. 

d.:lY of 
Da. ted a t __ --:::8m:l.~.:.Fra:.:a:l~~ClS:::SC::::O~--, Col 1 ifornia, this Id:~ 

___ ..;.,OE_C;..;;E;...;;~e;;..:::E::.:R~ __ , '!-97 i.. 
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APPENDIX A 
P~ge 1 or 2 

Southern Co.lifornb Gaz Company 

AP?llcc::rt. ':: ro.tc::: C\nd. ch<lrccG are c:h::mee:<1 to the lcvc 1 or extent :::et !'or'~h 
in t.h1::: u?pcnd1x. 

Schc~ulc~ OR ana 03 

Cuntorr.c:r Charge 

C~~odity Chnr~e 

:Silline; Code 1 (Space Hentinr-; Only) 

Fir:;:t 
xc:xt 
Over 

First 
Next 
Over 

Sumr:ler 

Al: ZO:lCZ 
0 

100 
100 

~6 
100 
126 

ZO!'lC 

55 
100 
155 

81 
100 
181 

1 

Winter 

Zone 2 
00 

100 
180 

106 
100 
205 

e E!.1l1!1r7, Code 2 (Bocic On~) 

Zone 3 
."'l.1:> 

100 
215 

T~ermz,' per therm 
Thcrm::, per therm . 
Therm::, per therm . 

Thcr:n::: 1 per therm • 
Thcr:n::;.. 'J?e'r them • 
'l'hermz, per therm 

S:.!:r.c a:; ::;urr.:~;cr for Billine Code 3, except ~lpp11cllblc all y'~cr. 

Schedule G!v1 

Pcr Meter 
Pcr :.lonth 

$0.16).j. 
0.204-
0.257 

.$0.164 
0 .. 204. 
0.257 

,....,' •. 
... 

Sc.~e :::tructilre Clod rotc::. a!:.i tor Schedule Cf< except ..... ith appro~rs.ate modH":l.cat10M 
to reflect life line quanti t:te::: .. 

Sche.dule 0-30 

Retc::; to be incrcc::;cu commcn:::urctc~. 

Schedule::: c~r-l throur;?h CN-5 

CN~J. 

GN-2 
CN-3 
CN-4 
CN-5 

Cucto~cr Chorec Pc~ 
Meter Pc~ 1'-lonth 

0:-.., 5.00 
10.00 
15.00 
15.00 

100.00 

All Dc:u.veric::;/' 
Per Therm 

~.22220 
.21226. 1/ 
.2');226 1/ 
.21226 l/ 
.21226 -y 

1/ Current effective co:nmocl1ty chllreC of Novcrr.ocr 21, 1978. 
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APPENDIX A 
PolgC :2 of :2 

~olezele Schedules, C.Go and C-bl 

NO c~e from current ta.~!f ~heet~ effective on th~ ~ate of thi~ order. 

NO'rES 

(1) The above tori!t :~te= include the !ollowing adjuGtmentG: 

~ @ • O.3l3¢/therm tor all commodity rcteG 
P"'...A 

Re:;i~e.c.t1al @ + O.233¢/the'rm tor Tier III only 
N onres1~e.c.tial· @ + O. 894¢/therm 
Wholesale @ O.583¢/therm 

(2) The ~opte~ 1979 te:t ye~ ~arJ o£ earnings retlcct:; estimated 
reductio~ in ~ v~orem taxe~ r~sult1ng from the p~Solge o! 
Article XIII-A of the CalitOrniol Conztitutio.c.. AccorQingly, the current 
!CAC r~te e~ be eliminated upon the e!fect1ve dnte o! the applicant" 
tar1:!z ~thorized herein. ~ over- or~ercollectio.c. rezulting from 
rate dee~a$C~ or e~timated tax ~aving~ aeo~ted herein a~ eO~are1 to 
actual tax ~aving!l" When known, Will oerefleeted in the bal~ing 
account e~t""bli!lhed. pur~Mt to OIr 19, rul.C1 eorre!lpond..ng r:2.te chaoges 
c~~ be made, a~ a~propriate. . 

• 
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SoC~l G~s Compony- General Racc Applicacion--Final IncreasQ 
Increment of $115 million 

COXMISSIO!'-o"ER WILLIA.~ SYMONS, JR., Dissenting 

Over the past two years the California Public Utilities 

Co~~ission has adopted gas pricing ~chcmes !ike a drunken sailor. 

7he majority lurche$ from one extreme to another. 

1. Sen$iblc Rate Stability is Needed. In the s.ummer of 
« 

1.:1$: YC.:1:'. the CPUC abruptly turned the entire pricing. system of' 

gas 0':'1.' its head. Natural gas r.:ttcs were '''inverted'' CD. 87587 , 

July 19,· 1977). There, in t:hc face of system increase o·f 137.. the 

Commission raised residential rates barely 17.. ThQ Commission 

du:npcd the burden of t:he increase on the business community, 

jacking-up interrupiblc rates over 25%. 

Today, scvcnCecn months later. the b.:tnkruptcy o.f th.:lt policy 

is apparent. It bursts with a bang in coday's 11S million 

dolla::" r.:l.te incre.:lsc .11 Unfortun.:l.tely, the Commis,sion put off 

corning to grips with its policy error until today (significantly co 

me, one month after the general election). Finding itself in a 

cletcrior.:l.ting condition. the Commission no~'" socks it eo Priority 1--

the sm.:l.ll business and r.esidential user. 

1/ rod~v's Incre~se: Under sales adopted in this decision, SoCal 
Ga.s ~omp.:myf s revenue under existing July 19, 1977 rates would be 
1,133 million dollars. In the course of this. general rate: increase 
application (A.S7639) the Commission has already granted SoC.:Ll a 
net 85 million doll.:lrs partial increa.se (in.terim. incre.:t.se of 
8/10/78 less subsequent insulation and property. tax adjustments). 
This brought authorized revenues to 1.223 million dollars. Today's 
additional incrc3.sc is 115 million dollars: .it is asub.scanti.:Ll 
9.4% increase over current ra.tes. 
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Today's order requires that Priority 2, 3, 4, and 5 gas 

users shoulder only $277,000 of the increase (0.2%); Priority 1 

ratepayers will p~y the rcm~ining $114,314,000 (99'.8%). Since the 

residential cus tomer is the bulk of P-l usc •. 787. o,f the increase 

(or 90 million dollars) falls on the rcsidenti~l customer. 

This erratic pricing policy on the part of the Californi.::l. 

Public Utilities Commission helps no one. Ho·,.". can anyone pla.n ahead 

with .J.r.y ~ssurance?' First: the Commission held residen,tial r.ltcs 

unduly low, discouraging sensible conservation. Now the Commission.

j u..-nps residential r.J.tes 247. over what they were, and catches the 

householder flat-footed. A steady approach to rate sctting is 

called for -- not .l policy of fits and starts, nor of ideology 

and politics. 

2. The CPUC Orders Discriminatorv Pricing Within Residential 

Rates. The Commission not only orders subst.J.nti.ll raises in 

residcnti~l rates. the Commission unjustifiably distorts price 

levels within the residential class. The Commission gives lip-

service to pricing gas in accordance with wh~t it costs to serve a 

customer but the Commission clearly ab~ndons the prin,ciplc in 

pr.:lccice. "Conservation" is a buzz word thc Commission U$.C$ to 

cover ~ multitude of sins, and here it is used with ~ vengeance. .... • 
would call these rates "scorpion rates"--rates which ,.are low at the' 

st.J.rt, then rise up and in the tailblock deliver the residential 

consumer a vicious·sting. 

Under the "Scorpion ra.tes" for SoCal. the Commission orders 

three levels of customer u~ ... -~~e. U· . h f' ~~ S.J.gc ~n t e ~rst ticr is priced at 

16.1<: per :::hcrm, just about a:: the com:nodicy cost.: of the sold gas 

In the next ticr the cus tomer pays 20.1<:; in chc final' tier : 

.. 2 -
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he pa.ys 2S.2C. 

Prices unrcasonn.bly a.bovc the cost to provide service 

are discri~in~tory. The consumer, who c~n only buy from ~ s:atc

protected g.:lS monopoly, should be defended by the Commission from 

discriminatory roltes, not forced by the Commission to pa.y such 

rates. In this C.3.se, 25¢ PCI' therm for ga.s is •. on its face·, ,.:1t 

least: 56% over the commodity cost of gas and is clearly price 

gouging. 

The f.:lct: tholt we .:lre dc~ling with "essential" energy ·is no 

excuse for the suspension of elementary justice. Food, 4S well as 

energy is .:In essential, yet whole housewife would st.:lnd for '.:1 govern-

mC'ct pricing poU.cy tholt ch.lrged her famil.y 6c per egg for the first 

nine eggs in .:1 dozen, and lSC .:l piece for the last three? 

3. The CPUC C.:lnnot Arbitrarily Limit .:t Utility's Legal Right 

to Seck .1 Neccss.:lry F..:l tc Incrc;lse. Fin.ding f,~3 sce1~s to condi t:ion 

che granl:cd 13.49 r.:l.te of re::urn only if the SoCal docs not :rc~pply 

cill 1981. ~1e c .. :mnot: forsee .'111 the possi.ble dcvelopments bet:-;'lccn 

now .:md 1931. Under the law, we should be opcn to receive 

a?plie.l cions if condi cions .:l.rc such th:1t the utility'~. invc3 ted 

?ro?crcy is c.:l.rning .:t grossly inadequ.:l.te return. Such a 

Comrnission-originatcd, .'1rtificial rule is o:,.:i thouc' legal b.:l.sis. 

Further, it will likely be honored only in the breach with .:l. 

flurry of offsets and balancing mcch.'lnisms. The rule only serves 

co·zmctie purposes .:lnc ought not to be promulgated. 

December 12, 1978 
San Francisco, Californi.:l 

, .. 
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